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Digital Teaching and Learning Report
Abstract
The Digital Teaching and Learning Task Force was created in August 2017 to determine the
current status of educational technology (Ed Tech) in the District, and possible future
directions. This effort was undertaken in light of the new State Technology Standards
(Appendix A), as well as the embedded technology standards in the Common Core State
Standards as required by Washington State. Additionally, this effort is aligned with the District’s
interest to support teaching and learning throughout the District with efficiency and
effectiveness for all students and staff in every classroom.

Background
The Aberdeen School District has been an early adopter of technology in the state of
Washington, and currently provides access to technology for all staff and students. In 2012, the
District consulted with ESD 113 regarding the Technology Department, and was provided with
recommendations, including infrastructure, devices, and information management systems. In
2015, the District contracted with an independent consultant to provide a report on technology
planning, process and outcome optimization. This report included eleven specific goals, which
were initiated in the 2015-16 school year. The status of these goals has been updated, and is
included (Appendix B). Of interest is that this report did not address the District’s capacity to
implement any technology standards.
The Digital Teaching and Learning Task Force was convened as a complement to previous
efforts to optimize technology in the District, and to build upon the accomplishments already in
place. Specifically, the Task Force was charged with identifying the current status of existing
hardware and software in the District, as well as current practices utilized by staff to teach
technology standards.
The Task Force was comprised of 27 staff members, including District directors, building
principals, certificated staff and technology staff. The Task Force had representation from all
schools within the Aberdeen School District. The team met after school for seven sessions
during the months of September through January.
The Task Force began by gathering data and information from staff regarding hardware,
software, curriculum, applications and learning management systems currently being utilized.
This data was collated into spreadsheets (Appendix C and D).
This data was reviewed in order to determine the District’s capacity to teach the technology
standards to K-12 students. Preliminary analysis indicates significant gaps exist across the
grade levels in this area, and there is a lack of alignment between the Technology Standards
and the District’s current Ed Tech program. This includes both hardware and software, as well
as practices.
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Information gathered regarding hardware across the District (Appendix C) was reviewed in light
of repair and maintenance requirements, as well as the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) for each
item. This refers to the costs, both direct and indirect, of purchasing and maintaining various
devices.
Software information was gathered via survey of staff to determine what is currently being
utilized through the district. This information is included in Appendix D, and contains an
extensive list of software along with the purpose for using each.
Through the review process, seven areas were identified that necessitate intentional planning
in the areas of providing equal access for all students, digital learning, and maximizing funding:
1. Technology standards,
2. Infrastructure,
3. Hardware,
4. Software,
5. Professional development,
6. Personnel and
7. Funding.
Information and data supporting these areas – in regards to digital student learning – are
summarized and next steps are recommended below.

1. Technology Standards
Washington State is in the process of adopting new technology standards. (Appendix A) These
new standards are in line with the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE)
Standards and are focused on students using technology to:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Create and innovate,
Research and use information fluently,
Communicate and collaborate,
Think critically, problem solve and make decisions,
Be a responsible user, and
Operate and understand concepts, systems and operations.

In addition to the new State Technology Standards, there are technology standards embedded
into the Common Core State Standards.
These standards are required by the State of Washington and, therefore, are not optional. For
students to meet these rigorous standards, there are additional skills students need to develop,
such as keyboarding.
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Because staff have not had the opportunity to learn the new technology standards, a
knowledge gap exists and a lack of K – 12 alignment between the technology standards and
implementation. One of the technology standards is in the area of digital citizenship, which is
required for E-rate funding. It has been addressed through Learning.com modules. However,
staff have expressed concern with the age-appropriateness of the modules used to meet this
standard.
In order to address the staff knowledge gap and K-12 alignment deficit, the following next steps
are proposed:
1. Initiate a deep dive with grade-levels and content areas to address skill gap.
2. Begin aligning the standards to practices.
a. Implement keyboarding K-2.
b. Maintain and enhance keyboarding skills in 3-8.
c. Ensure level of depth is met with high-level content and utilization of digital
resources.
3. Find and use an age-appropriate Digital Citizenship curriculum.
4. Create and implement a plan for professional development that blends gaining
knowledge and then applying the knowledge in a classroom.

2. Infrastructure
The District has taken recommendations from staff and ESD consultants and used the available
E-rate funding to manage the infrastructure as we moved to a 1:1 technology model for
students. The purchase and installation of necessary equipment to grant users the needed
internet access provided a robust system with sufficient bandwidth to allow the system to
grow. Network storage is consistently reviewed in relation to use of staff devices and district
equipment. (Appendix B)
An area of concern is the potential risk to network security when personal devices are used by
staff and students. Currently there is no policy in place to address this concern within the
District.

3. Hardware
Hardware consists of the physical computers, telecommunications and devices related to
electronic technology. Hardware can include laptops, printers, presentation devices, phone
and intercom systems, video equipment, audio enhancement systems and others.
There are several methods of tracking inventory of hardware presently in the district. Hard
copies, spreadsheets, and Spiceworks, a system designed to inventory hardware assets, all
contain hardware information. All staff devices and high school laptops have had device
information recorded and been checked out. Student Chromebooks are tracked through the
Google Admin Console. Other devices and equipment are tracked in a variety of ways.
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Recommendations from the findings of the independent consultant (2015) were to track all
District assets for auditing purposes and to be fiscally responsible. (Appendix B) A plan was
developed during the 2016 - 2017 school year to complete the inventory process as a response
to this recommendations but has yet to be fully implemented. (Appendix D)
A plan for the printing and copying needs of the District needs to be developed. The plan
considerations should include: efficiency, effectiveness and ease in both access and cost.
Hardware – Staff:
All certificated staff are provided a PC or MacBook laptop by the District. Classified,
unaffiliated, directors and coordinators may be provided with either a laptop or desktop device
based on their position need. Each classroom is equipped with presentation equipment for
delivering instruction and possibly an audio system if there is a documented need. Printers are
installed in few school classrooms, with the exception of Aberdeen High School where 37
classrooms have printers. (Appendix C)
In addition to their assigned device, 42 classrooms use a dedicated desktop computer for
presentation ease. Document cameras were also reportedly used in 125 classrooms and
projectors are used in 161 classrooms. There is a myriad of equipment installed as viewing
screens for curriculum; Interactive Whiteboards, Smart TVs, projector screens, whiteboards,
and TV monitors. (Appendix C).
Devices for other staff (e.g., office coordinators, program coordinators, administrators, etc.)
include a variety of devices such as Dell PC, MacBook, Dell Desktop, Mac Desktop, iPad,
Chromebook, Surface RT and a variety of other outdated devices are deployed in the District.
(Appendix E) In certain situations, there are specific devices needed to perform the required
functions of the position.
Having multiple devices for staff creates the following challenges: scheduled maintenance of
the operating system; updating programs specific to software needed for their role in the
district; software that works on specific operating systems; keeping replacement parts for
multiple devices; maintaining the devices while keeping warranties intact; professional
development is difficult to deliver at a site with a large variety of devices; presentation and
printing equipment drivers need to be updated as equipment or staff moves (rooms/buildings),
and a perceived inequity of staff devices.
A possible change in staff hardware choices could address the lack of:
a. Professional development for a multitude of devices,
b. Efficiency in providing maintenance on hardware & operating systems,
c. Software compatibility across platforms,
d. Efficiency when not buying and negotiating in bulk,
e. Equity for staff based on need rather than personal preference, and
f. Processes for device/equipment acquisition.
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Prior to moving forward, a complete inventory of all devices and the location of the device
regardless of the funding source for acquisition needs to be completed. The inventory needs to
be accessible through one system that is easily searchable and readily available.
The District plan should address the collection of systems, curriculum and software used by
staff (Appendix D), as well as our present Dell-certified technology staff who are able to service
district Dell equipment while preserving warranties, and preventing the need to send
equipment away for service.
Hardware – Students:
The District provides a 1:1 learning environment for most students in Grades 2 through 12. In
Preschool through Grade 1, students have access to a hodgepodge of repurposed devices,
many of which are from the original 1:1 initiative at Miller Junior High School. Many of these
devices are now obsolete and used for recreation only. (Attachment F)
Aberdeen High School:
● 1:1 Dell laptop for use at school and home
Harbor High School:
● 61 Chromebooks for state and district testing
● 61 Dell laptops for groups of students to access core content and Career and Technical
Education (CTE) programs.
● 25 desktop computers scattered throughout the building for various use
Miller Junior High:
● 1:1 Chromebooks for use only at school
● 60 iPads designated for Science Technology Engineering Art and Math (STEAM) activities
for CTE courses
Juvenile Detention Center:
● 10 Dell Laptops for accessing personal learning programs
● 8 desktop computers for accessing personal learning programs
Elementary Schools:
● Pre-school
○ Two to 10 iPads per classroom
● Kindergarten
○ Up to 28 iPads per classroom
○ 1:1 Chromebooks per classroom at McDermoth
● First Grade
○ Up to 28 iPads per classroom
○ 1:1 Chromebooks per classroom at Central Park, McDermoth and Robert Gray
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● Second - Sixth Grade
○ 1:1 Chromebooks
● Special Education
○ One to 12 iPads per program
○ Three desktop computers at Central Park
● Title I
○ Zero to 43 iPads per program
● Music
○ 19 to 22 iPads at Central Park and Stevens
The District has provided devices to students that may not otherwise have access to
technology. This has allowed teachers to integrate software, curriculum and to become more
efficient using learning management systems for students. By simply having technology in their
hands, naturally curious students are provided a creative advantage.
Currently, iPads are used at all elementary school buildings, primarily in kindergarten
classrooms. These Miller iPads are now proving to be a challenge as they are outdated and no
longer able to run adopted digital curriculum. The maintenance of iPads and the ever-changing
operating systems are cumbersome and time consuming. IPads also tend to be more expensive
than other possible solutions. All kindergarten and first-grade students do not have adequate or
equitable devices to address all technology standards.
Student desktop stations that were originally obtained from C4K Care are also aging and unable
to update to the newest operating system. This makes it difficult to continue to run districtadopted curriculum software. Many of these stations are not utilized as they are no longer
efficient and can only accommodate several students.
Moving forward, there is a need to streamline the student hardware devices to address the
new standards and create equity for all students. Transitioning to a new system, keyboarding
for all students needs to be provided.
There are a significant number of damaged high school laptops and junior high Chromebooks
that are reported throughout the year. Students do incur fines, however, they are not
consistently collected. At the junior high level, more than 100 Chromebooks were sent in for
repair at the conclusion of the 2016 – 2017 school year. An intentional plan to teach
appropriate use and care for devices with frequent check-ins should be part of the program.
As with staff devices, a similar plan to address student hardware can be developed to address
the identified challenges.
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4. Software
When referencing digital learning software in the district, computer systems and applications
information was collected from staff regarding current use and their practice. This included
operating systems, applications used to perform a task and programs designed for learning.
Currently, a wide variety of digital resources are being utilized in the district (Appendix D) and
there is no review process to vet software.
Trends garnered from data collection include:
a. Digital Citizenship requirements are currently being met at all grade levels.
b. Digital components of adopted curriculum are being utilized by most staff.
c. Adaptive learning software is accessed by students in some specialized programs (e.g.,
English Learners, Highly Capable) and some General Education classrooms.
d. Google Classroom is the most commonly used Learning Management System.
e. All grades access systems for assessing students.
Although there is a considerable number of digital resources being employed across the district,
it is not standardized or equitable for all students. Resources used are dependent upon the
instructor’s knowledge, interest and resources.
Next steps in this area include the development of a review process to ensure standards
alignment and equity across the District.

5. Professional Development
Limited professional development has been provided by the two district integration specialists.
The integration specialists are currently stationed at Miller Junior High and Aberdeen High
School. Outside presenters also provide training when new curriculum materials are adopted
with a digital component.
As new equipment is installed or new teachers come onboard, members of the district
technology staff have provided a tutorial on how to use the equipment. New teachers are
given an orientation before school starts regarding curriculum, logins and devices. If staff need
assistance throughout the year, a work ticket is submitted and assigned to a technician.
Technicians assist the staff member with their issue. However, the bulk of support for new
teachers in learning software and systems comes from their colleagues. While timely, help
from colleagues is limited in scope and effectiveness.
There is a lack of scheduled professional development for use of equipment and how
technology can assist staff with implementation of curriculum and standards. Ongoing training
is not currently provided for all to access. Staff are unaware that in-classroom coaching and
support is an option available to them.
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In order to provide staff with the support needed, a professional development matrix needs to
be created. The matrix should include ongoing professional development opportunities to
include the following based on district-wide expectations:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Technology Standards (both ISTE-based and Common Core integration);
Technology basics (e.g., email, G-Suite Apps, etc.);
Digital components of adopted curriculum, and
High-level content and utilization of digital resources.

6. Personnel
Since 2015, in response to the independent consultant’s recommendation (Appendix B), the
Technology Department staff has been reduced by attrition. Prior to 2017 each resignation was
carefully reviewed and adjustments to positions/duties were done to ensure the level of
support for staff would not be affected. With the most recent resignation, an opportunity to
restructure the department has been considered but not enacted. Leadership for the
department has been provided by the Teaching and Learning director. While the connection to
the District’s primary mission of instruction is vital, the leadership of the technical aspect of the
department has not been emphasized.
Budgeted staffing includes:
Technical Staff
Technology Systems Integration Specialist/Analyst: 1 FTE
Technology Support Specialist: .6 FTE
Computer Network Support Technician: 1 FTE
Technology Network Support Technician: 1 FTE (vacant)
Support Staff
Software Solutions Design Specialist: 1 FTE
Department Secretary: 1 FTE
District technical staff provide professional development and repair equipment, as well as
monitor and troubleshoot infrastructures. One support staff manages all student and staff
information systems and third-party vendors while the other supports the entire team in an
office coordinator role managing purchasing, point of contact for staff, students, work orders,
inventory, surplus and building staff.
District technology staff use an online ticket system to receive requests for assistance from staff
for hardware repair, use, connectivity issues and other technology related issues. Response
times vary based on the number of tickets submitted, which fluctuates throughout the year.
Ticket submissions rise after any extended period of time school is not in session, i.e. summer,
winter and spring breaks. Many tickets submitted to the system are low-level issues, such as
printer paper jams, toner replacement, unplugged equipment and others.
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Currently, no staff member is assigned to create systems or processes to satisfy requirements
such as ADA Compliance, archiving of digital material, or systems to track hardware to a specific
location. As new laws and regulations are instituted into the digital realm, new unfunded
mandates need to be addressed.
Having the need to maximize staff in order to address regulations being imposed upon the
district, while still needing to meet user demands, reorganizing the department responsibilities
and providing buildings adequate support will need to be tackled.

7. Funding – (Financial Data)
The current plan for cost replacement of the technology initiative only addresses staff and
student devices. The range of cost to provide personal computer devices for staff and students
is projected to cost from $350,000 to $390,000 per year. The actual cost of purchases has been
higher than the budgeted replacement schedule, with totals ranging from $380,000 to
$440,000 per year. This addresses Grade 2- 12 Chromebooks/laptops and laptops/desktops for
staff. There is a concern as we move forward that we will have to address kindergarten and
first-grade classrooms needing technology. With the increase of users who require access to
technology, the current schedule is not sufficient. The District resources allocated to meet user
requirements will have to be reviewed. We will need to make sure that enough devices can be
acquired to sufficiently supply the necessary devices to all grade levels.
District Infrastructure
These items will need to be consistently reviewed to make sure that the current infrastructure
is sufficient to sustain the District as the devices are purchased and the use of the devices
evolves.
Hardware Costs
Actual costs have come in higher than anticipated based on model/brand of the device. Some
devices require additional licensing or operating systems to be operational. The
standardization of classroom technology will go a very long way to help manage the financial
impact on the District. While there may be an additional initial expenses to equalize the
equipment available to everyone, this will alleviate the financial burden later.
Software/Curriculum/Learning Management Systems (LMS) Costs
The costs that are associated with many of these systems varies greatly. The current surveys
relating to use of the software/curriculum is being reviewed to see where there are
redundancies. We will be looking forward to determine if some of the current systems can be
used for multiple subjects.
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Professional Development
The primary source for funding professional development is Title II, however additional
categorical funding streams may be strategically utilized to fulfill professional development
needs.
Personnel Costs
Personnel costs have exceeded the state allocation and have been augmented from other
District sources. In recent years, the local levy and general fund have provided additional
support for staffing the Technology Department.

Next Steps
The Digital Teaching and Learning Task Force has reviewed and identified the current status of
technology in the District. In addition, the 2015 report with updated goals provide direction for
moving forward to become more efficient and effective with technology.
The next step for the Technology Department is to identify recommendations listed in this
report to address the future direction of digital teaching and learning in the District. A detailed
action plan should be developed that begins with steps to be taken in Spring 2018 and for two
successive years. It is suggested that changes be transitioned in phases and support be
provided for staff.
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Appendix A
Digital Teaching & Learning
Special Report
January 2018

Washington Educational Technology Standards
Latest Draft with Performance Indicators Grades K-2
Standards for Technology Literate & Fluent Students
1. Empowered Learner - Students leverage technology to take an active role in choosing, achieving and
demonstrating competency in their learning goals, informed by the learning sciences.
1.a. With guidance from an educator, students consider and set personal learning goals and utilize appropriate technologies that will
demonstrate knowledge and reflection of the process.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students complete exit tickets (digitally utilizing electronic forms or feedback tools) for quick formative reflection (e.g., Plickers could be used
for a quick gathering of exit task information).
 Students collect work samples within a digitized portfolio such as writing, fluency or mathematical computation, and conference with teacher to
set a goal for improvement.
Lessons/Activities:
 Students and teacher use a K-2 Digital Portfolio solution (e.g., SeeSaw); this can be optionally shared with parents.
Connected Standards:
 With guidance and support from adults, use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers. ELA
W6
 With guidance and support from adults, students set personal learning goals and monitor progress over time. TPEP State 8 - Criterion 6

1.b. With guidance from an educator, students learn about various technologies that can be used to connect to others or make their
learning environments personal and select resources from those available to enhance their learning.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students participate in teacher-led connections with the real world (video conference, email, virtual field trips).
 With guidance and support from adults, students use tools such as highlighting, video, text-to-speech, audio, to make content accessible.
 Students find main ideas and important points while reading online digital resources.
Lessons/Activities:
 Students choose from a list (or develop their own list) of tasks to design their own path for learning and method(s) to demonstrate learning.
https://www.cultofpedagogy.com/student-playlists-differentiation/
 Hyperdocs: Examples

Washington Educational Technology Standards
Latest Draft with Performance Indicators Grades K-2
Connected Standards:
 Participate and collaborate as members of a social and intellectual network of learners. AASL 3.1.2
 Create audio recordings of stories or poems; add drawings or other visual displays to stories or recounts of experiences when appropriate to
clarify ideas, thoughts, and feelings. ELA SL5 (2)

1.c. With guidance from an educator, students recognize performance feedback from digital tools, make adjustments based on that
feedback and use age-appropriate technology to share learning.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students work collaboratively with another grade level to produce and publish an ebook that is published within the school's domain, with
feedback provided from other grade bands to improve the final product.
Lessons/Activities:
 Students choose from a variety of media to demonstrate/share learning.
https://digitalwritingworkshop.wikispaces.com/Crafting_Digital_Writing
 App: Story Creator
Connected Standards:
With guidance and support from adults, use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers. ELA
W6 (2)

1.d. With guidance from an educator, students explore a variety of technologies that will help them in their learning and begin to
demonstrate an understanding of how knowledge can be transferred between tools.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students develop basic skills for locating and using information with digital tools and resources.
Connected Standards:
 Select and operate appropriate software to perform a variety of tasks, and recognize that users have different needs and preferences for the
technology they use. CSTA 1A-CS-01
 Use appropriate terminology in identifying and describing the function of common physical components of computing systems (hardware).
CSTA 1A-CS-02
 Describe basic hardware and software problems using accurate terminology. CSTA 1A-CS-03
 Use maps, graphs, photographs, and other representations to describe places and the relationships and interactions that shape them. C3
D3.Geo.2 (K-2)

Washington Educational Technology Standards
Latest Draft with Performance Indicators Grades K-2
2: Digital Citizen - Students recognize the rights, responsibilities and opportunities of living, learning and working in
an interconnected digital world, and they act and model in ways that are safe, legal and ethical.
2.a. Students practice responsible use of technology through teacher-guided online activities and interactions to understand how the
digital space impacts their life.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students identify positive and negative impacts your use of technology can have on them and their family.
 Explain with how information shared online can leave a digital footprint or “trail.”
 Explain what information is appropriate to be put online and what should not be shared.
Lessons/Activities:
 Common Sense Media Lesson: K-2 Digital Footprint and Reputation

2.b. With guidance from an educator, students understand how to be careful when using devices and how to be safe online, follow
safety rules when using the internet and collaborate with others.
Lessons/Activities:
 Common Sense Media Lessons: Going Places Safely and Keep It Private
 Google: Be Internet Awesome curriculum (Interland: Mindful Mountain)
Connected Standards:
 Practice safe and ethical behaviors in personal electronic communication and interaction. AASL 4.3.4

Washington Educational Technology Standards
Latest Draft with Performance Indicators Grades K-2
2.c. With guidance from an educator, students learn about ownership and sharing of information, and how to respect the work of
others
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students provide examples of how rules for respecting others’ belongings apply to digital content and information.
Lessons/Activities:
 Common Sense Media Lesson: MY CREATIVE WORK How can you give credit to your own creative work and the work of others?
 Students cite their sources at an appropriate level when creating a product dependent on research (e.g., utilizing the citation feature in
PebbleGo or other electronic resources).
Connected Standards:
 Recall information from experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer a question. ELA W8 (2)

2.d. With guidance from an educator, students demonstrate an understanding that technology is all around them and the importance
of keeping their information private.
Lessons/Activities:
 Common Sense Media Lesson: Keep It Private
 Google: Be Internet Awesome curriculum -- Interland: Tower of Treasure
 Conduct an environmental technology audit (home or school). Discuss what digital devices have the ability to capture and share pictures, audio
etc. What steps can they take to keep their information private?
Connected Standards:
 Explain what passwords are and why we use them, and use strong passwords to protect devices and information from unauthorized access.
CSTA 1A-NI-04

Washington Educational Technology Standards
Latest Draft with Performance Indicators Grades K-2
3. Knowledge Constructor - Students critically curate a variety of resources using digital tools to construct
knowledge, produce creative artifacts and make meaningful learning experiences for themselves and others.
3.a. With guidance from an educator, students use digital tools and resources, contained within a classroom platform or otherwise
provided by the teacher, to find information on topics of interest.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students use photos to describe how different families live.
Lessons/Activities:
 Students choose from a variety of media to demonstrate/share learning.
https://digitalwritingworkshop.wikispaces.com/Crafting_Digital_Writing
 Students choose from a list (or develop their own list) of tasks to design their own path for learning and method(s) to demonstrate learning.
https://www.cultofpedagogy.com/student-playlists-differentiation/
Connected Standards:
 Students develop and refine a range of questions to frame a search for new understanding. AASL 1.1.3
 Recall information from experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer a question. ELA W8 (2)
 Compare and contrast the most important points presented by two texts on the same topic. ELA R9 (2)
 Understands how questions are used to find out information. Social Studies 5.2.1 (K)
 Uses texts and visuals to identify the main ideas or key details to study family life. Social Studies 5.2.2 (2)

3.b. With guidance from an educator, students become familiar with age-appropriate criteria for evaluating digital content
Lessons/Activities:
 Understanding how to ask questions -- promote critical thinking: http://www.p21.org/news-events/p21blog/1435-strategies-to-promotecritical-thinking-in-the-elementary-classroom
 Using tools available in Common Sense Media, students locate age appropriate digital content
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/reviews/age/4/age/5/age/6/age/7/age/8
Connected Standards:
 Students compare and contrast the most important points presented by two texts or media productions on the same topic. ELA RI9 (2)

Washington Educational Technology Standards
Latest Draft with Performance Indicators Grades K-2




Students know and use various text features (e.g., captions, bold print, subheadings, glossaries, indexes, electronic menus, icons) to locate key
fact for information in a text efficiently. ELA RI.5(2)
Describe how reasons support specific points the author makes in a text. ELA RI8 (2)

3.c. With guidance from an educator, students explore a variety of teacher-selected tools to organize information and make
connections to their learning.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 With guidance, students use digital learning tools to add audio and/or visual media to clarify information
Connected Standards:
 Recall information from experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer a question. ELA W8 (2)
 Create audio recordings of stories or poems; add drawings or other visual displays to stories or recounts of experiences when appropriate to
clarify ideas, thoughts, and feelings ELA SL5 (2)
 Students use information gained from the illustrations in a print or digital text to demonstrate understanding of characters, setting, or plot. ELA
RL7 (2)

3.d. With guidance from an educator, students explore real-world issues and problems and share their ideas about them with others.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Utilize diverse media formats (website, video clip, print, digital/print weekly) for a shared topic and provide time for student and/or classroom
discussion.
 Students pair fiction and nonfiction resources.
Lessons/Activities:
 Student record video responses to a real-world problem they have collaboratively researched (with the guidance from an educator) expressing
their solutions. Other students within the school district or beyond respond to their solutions with questions, feedback and other solutions (e.g.,
using Flipgrid or Seesaw).
Connected Standards:
 Students pause during a read-aloud at the end of the page or chapter to predict what will happen next and why. ELA RL.3,5
 Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats, including visually and quantitatively, as well as in words. ELA R.7
 Use technology, including the internet, to produce and publish writing and to interact and collaborate with others. ELA W.6

Washington Educational Technology Standards
Latest Draft with Performance Indicators Grades K-2
4. Innovative Designer - Students use a variety of technologies within a design process to identify and solve problems
by creating new, useful or imaginative solutions.
4.a. With guidance from an educator, students ask questions, suggest solutions, test ideas to solve problems and share their learning.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Teacher models use of journaling or blogging to show progress (e.g., using Green Screen).
 Students share examples of design process in science (e.g., inventions such as light bulb, airplanes, cars).
 Students share examples of authors/illustrators sharing the design and creative process for their work.
Lessons/Activities:
 Basic block coding (e.g., Scratch, Kodable, Code.org)
Connected Standards:
 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. Math P1
 Ask questions, make observations, and gather information about a situation people want to change to define a simple problem that can be
solved through the development of a new or improved object or tool. Science K-2-ETS1-1
 Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate how the shape of an object helps it function as needed to solve a given
problem. Science K-2-ETS1-2
 Construct an argument with reasons. C3 D4.1 (K-2)
 Construct explanations using correct sequence and relevant information. C3 D4.2 (K-2)
 Present a summary of an argument using print, oral, and digital technologies. D4.3 (K-2)
 Ask and answer questions about arguments. C3 D4.4 (K-2)
 Ask and answer questions about explanations. C3 D4.5 (K-2)
 Generate questions and a particular historical source as it relates to a particular historical event or development. C3 D2.His.12 (K-2)
 Generate possible reasons for an event or development in the past. C3 D2.His.14 (K-2)

4.b. Students use age-appropriate digital and nondigital tools to design something and are aware of the step-by-step process of
designing.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students record their step-by-step process through drawing or video (e.g., using SeeSaw).
 Students participate in makerspace activities.
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Lessons/Activities:
 Basic block coding (e.g., Scratch, Kodable, Code.org)
Connected Standards:
 Model daily processes by creating and following algorithms (sets of step-by-step instructions) to complete tasks. CSTA 1A-AP-08
 Ask questions, make observations, and gather information about a situation people want to change to define a simple problem that can be
solved through the development of a new or improved object or tool. Science K-2-ETS1-1
 Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate how the shape of an object helps it function as needed to solve a given
problem. Science K-2-ETS1-2
 Construct explanations using correct sequence and relevant information. C3 D4.2 (K-2)

4.c. Students use a design process to develop ideas or creations, and they test their design and redesign if necessary
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students use storyboarding, planning, and revision for stop-motion videos and presentation tools (e.g., PowerPoint)
 Teacher models use of journaling or blogging to show progress.
Lessons/Activities:
 Basic block coding (e.g., Scratch, Kodable, Code.org)
Connected Standards:
 Ask questions, make observations, and gather information about a situation people want to change to define a simple problem that can be
solved through the development of a new or improved object or tool. Science K-2-ETS1-1
 Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate how the shape of an object helps it function as needed to solve a given
problem. Science K-2-ETS1-2
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4.d. Students demonstrate perseverance when working to complete a challenging task.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students complete digital exit tickets (e.g., using digital feedback tools such as Google Forms, Microsoft Forms, or Socrative) upon project
completion to have reflect on and rate their effort and understanding.
 Teacher models use of journaling or blogging to record mindset and model growth mindset regarding challenges.
 Teachers use digital tools (e.g., Plickers) to assess and record exit tasks.
Lessons/Activities:
 Basic block coding (e.g., Scratch, Kodable, Code.org)
Connected Standards:
 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. Math P1.
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5. Computational Thinker - Students develop and employ strategies for understanding and solving problems in ways
that leverage the power of technological methods to develop and test solutions.
5.a. With guidance from an educator, students identify a problem and select appropriate technology tools to explore and find
solutions.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students utilize an electronic dictionary or thesaurus.
 Students demonstrate understanding of word relationships and nuances in word meanings and identify real-life connections between words,
their use, and their meaning.
 Given a variety of resources (print, online, digital), students self-select the appropriate resource for the problem at hand.
Lessons/Activities:
 Use technology to collect real data (count, measure, pictures, audio) to make a case for change/test solutions. How many times did something
happen or not. Look for trends and tell a story with data.
Connected Standards:
 Decide when to use qualitative vs. quantitative data. Science SEP5 (K-2)
 Ask questions, make observations, and gather information about a situation people want to change to define a simple problem that can be
solved through the development of a new or improved object or tool. Science K-2-ETS1-1
 Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate how the shape of an object helps it function as needed to solve a given
problem. Science K-2-ETS1-2

5.b. With guidance from an educator, students analyze age-appropriate data and look for similarities in order to identify patterns and
categories.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students collect real-world data (survey responses) and create charts/graphs, either individually or collectively as a class
 Students find patterns and/or explore meaning of charts/graphs/tables
Lessons/Activities:
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Students choose and create the appropriate format to visualize data. With a partner, they discuss when to use a bar graph, pie chart, table, etc.

Connected Standards:
 Analyze data from tests of two objects designed to solve the same problem to compare the strengths and weaknesses of how each performs.
Science K-2-ETS1-3
 Collect and present the same data in various visual formats. CSTA 1A-DA-06
 Identify and describe patterns in data visualizations, such as charts or graphs, to make predictions. CSTA 1A-DA-07
 Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats, including visually and quantitatively, as well as in words. ELA Literacy
CCRA.R7

5.c. With guidance from an educator, students break a problem into parts and identify ways to solve the problem.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students communicate design plans and solutions using drawings and descriptive language.
Connected Standards:
 Decompose (break down) the steps needed to solve a problem into a precise sequence of instructions. CSTA 1A-AP-11

5.d. Students understand how technology is used to make a task easier or repeatable and can identify real-world examples.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students give examples of how resources such as tools and materials are things that help people get a job done.
 Students explain that systems have parts or components that work together to accomplish a goal.
Lessons/Activities:
 Students design a simple machine to solve a problem using robotics tools.
Connected Standards:
 Develop programs with sequences and simple loops, to express ideas or address a problem. CSTA 1A-AP-10
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6. Creative Communicator - Students communicate clearly and express themselves creatively for a variety of
purposes using the platforms, tools, styles, formats and digital media appropriate to their goals.
6.a. With guidance from an educator, students choose different tools for creating something new or for communicating with others.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 With guidance, students select appropriate digital learning tools and resources to produce and publish information.
Lessons/Activities:
 Provide opportunities for student choice in product during a primary research project, rather than limiting to a specific tool or created product.
Connected Standards:
 Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., read a number of books on a single topic to produce a report; record science
observations, create how to tutorials for mathematical concepts) ELA W7 (2)
 Construct an argument with reasons. C3 D4.1 (K-2)
 Construct explanations using correct sequence and relevant information. C3 D4.2 (K-2)
 Present a summary of an argument using print, oral, and digital technologies. C3 D4.3 (K-2)
 Construct maps, graphs, and other representations of familiar places. C3 D2.Geo.1 (K-2)

6.b. Students use digital tools to create original works.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students use different presentation platforms (slide presentation, movie, book trailer) during a unit of study.
 Students create videos, songs, artwork (e.g., using Videolicious, GarageBand, or various draw or paint applications).
 Students create an animation (e.g., using Stop Motion).
Lessons/Activities:
 Students blog (e.g., use Kidblog) or contribute to a teacher's blog.
 Students create posters, collages, or electronic books (e.g., using Google Slides, drawing tools, or Apple iBook Creator)
Connected Standards:
 With guidance and support from adults, explore a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers.
ELA W6 (K-2)
 Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions as desired to provide additional detail. ELA SL5 (K-1)
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Create audio recordings of stories or poems; add drawings or other visual displays to stories or recounts of experiences when appropriate to
clarify ideas, thoughts, and feelings. ELA SL5 (2)
Construct maps, graphs, and other representations of familiar places. C3 D2.Geo.1 (K-2)
Construct an argument with reasons. C3 D4.1 (K-2)
Construct explanations using correct sequence and relevant information. C3 D4.2 (K-2)
Present a summary of an argument using print, oral, and digital technologies. C3 D4.3 (K-2)

6.c. With guidance from an educator, students share ideas in multiple ways-visual, audio, etc.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Using a document camera (zoom in/out, lighting, rotation, camera capture, video capture), students present their work to classmates.
 With guidance, students create electronic graphs.
 Students use a digital drawing program to develop illustrations that describe key details of a text then animate these illustrations to show
movement.
 Students use a simulation to gain understanding into the interconnectivity and roles of the parts of the system.
Lessons/Activities:
 Students write narratives or draw illustrations or series of frames in which they recount a well-elaborated event or short sequence of events;
include details to describe actions, thoughts, and feelings, and to signal event order and closure.
 Teacher models concept mapping/webbing software and students create them (describe a main idea and to organize supporting details).
Connected Standards:
● Explain how the consumption of products connects people to distant places. C3 D2.Geo.11 (K-2)
● Generate possible reasons for an event or development. C3 D2.His.14 (K-2)
● Select which reasons might be more likely than others to explain a historical event or development. C3 D2.His.16 (K-2)
● Explain why and how people, goods, and ideas move from place to place. C3 D2.Geo.7 (K-2)
● Explain how weather, climate, and other environmental characteristics affect people’s lives in a place or region. C3 D2.Geo.4 (K-2)
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6.d. With guidance from an educator, students select technology to share their ideas with different people.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students are provided with opportunities for tool choice in creation of their products and presentations.
 With guidance, students discuss and identify communication needs considering the task, situation and information to be shared.
Lessons/Activities:
 Utilizing a social media tool on a classroom level (e.g., utilizing a teacher-controlled account on Twitter or SeeSaw), student-created product
(either independently or collaboratively) is shared.
Connected Standards:
 Use technology, including the internet, to produce and publish writing and to interact and collaborate with others. ELA CCRA W.6
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7. Global Collaborator - Students use digital tools to broaden their perspectives and enrich their learning by
collaborating with others and working effectively in teams locally and globally.
7.a. With guidance from an educator, students use technology tools to work with friends and with people outside their neighborhood,
city and beyond.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students utilize video/voice conferencing to connect for learning (e.g., Mystery Skypes, author presentations that teach the writing process,
outside experts/consultants).
Lessons/Activities:
 Common Sense Media Lesson: MY ONLINE COMMUNITY How does the Internet connect you to others?
Connected Standards:
 Work respectfully and responsibly with others online. CSTA 1A-IC-17
 Describe the goods and services that people in the local community produce and those that are produced in other communities. C3 D2.Eco4 (K2)
 Use listening, consensus-building, and voting procedures to decide on and take action in their classrooms. C3 D4.8 (K-2)

7.b. With guidance from an educator, students use technology to communicate with others and to look at problems from different
perspectives.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students collaborate using online whiteboarding software where different perspectives can be captured (e.g., Google document with
commenting, Padlet).
 Students participate in global collaborative projects utilizing video/voice conferencing.
 Students record and share their opinion with a supporting reason (e,g., using FlipGrid, Recap or similar participant capture software).
Connected Standards:
 Respect the differing interests and experiences of others, and seek a variety of viewpoints. AASL 3.3.2
 Identify and explain a range of local, regional, and global problems, and some ways in which people are trying to address these problems. C3
D4.6 (K-2)
 Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions while responding attentively to others when addressing ideas and making decision as a group. C3
D2.Civ.9 (K-2)
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Compare their own point of view with others’ perspectives. C3 D2.Civ.10 (K-2)
Describe why people in one country trade goods and services with people in other countries. C3 D2.Eco.14 (K-2)
Describe products that are produced abroad and sold domestically and product that are produced domestically and sold abroad. C3 D2.Eco.15
(K-2)
Compare how people in different types of communities use local and distant environments to meet their daily needs. C3 D2.Geo.8 (K-2)
Identify ways that a catastrophic disaster may affect people living in a place. C3 D2.Geo.12 (K-2)

7.c. With guidance from an educator, students take on different team roles and use age-appropriate technologies to complete
projects.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students work collaboratively on creating a product (e.g., slideshow, concept mapping/webbing, video, poster, text document), and assume
roles such as writer, recorder, editor, artist or graphics placer.
Lessons/Activities:
 Retelling tasks. Students present on a similar topic from multiple perspectives taking the role of an animal, pilot, fireman, etc. Then students
could present those different perspectives using age-appropriate technology (e.g., digital storytelling tools).
Connected Standards:
● Use listening, consensus-building, and voting procedures to decide on and take action in their classrooms. C3 D4.8 (K-2)

7.d. With guidance from an educator, students use age-appropriate technologies to work together to understand problems and
suggest solutions.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 2):
 Students view real-world images and micro-write or record reactions and solutions (e.g., using Google Classroom discussion board, FlipGrid,
Recap or similar participant capture software).
Lessons/Activities:
 Mapping public spaces that are important to students (parks, play fields). Have student collect digital artifacts (photos, audio recordings, video),
identify problem areas and suggest solutions.
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Students identify a problem in their community, suggest possible solutions, and present their findings to an audience (e.g., in-class presentation,
create a webpage, videoconference with outside audience, etc.).

Connected Standards:
 With guidance and support from adults, use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers. ELA
W6 (K-2)
 Identify ways to take action to help address local, regional, and global problems. C3 D4.7 (K-2)
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Standards for Technology Literate & Fluent Students
1. Empowered Learner - Students leverage technology to take an active role in choosing, achieving and
demonstrating competency in their learning goals, informed by the learning sciences.
1.a.Students develop learning goals in collaboration with an educator, select the technology tools to achieve them, and reflect on and
revise the learning process as needed to achieve goals.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 Students monitor their fluency score using a technology-assisted program (e.g., fluency tutor), or audio recordings and set goals for
improvement.
 Students record each other doing a specific task in PE, then review the video and rate themselves on a rubric before making a goal to improve.
 With guidance, students identify and use digital learning tools or resources to support planning, implementing and reflecting upon a defined
task.
 Students explain the use of selected digital learning tools and resources to support productivity and learning.
Lessons/Activities:
 Students choose from a list (or develop their own list) of tasks to design their own path for learning and method(s) to demonstrate learning.
https://www.cultofpedagogy.com/student-playlists-differentiation/
Connected Standards:
 Centering instruction on high expectations for student achievement/ teacher communicates high expectations for student learning. TPEP
Criterion 1

1.b. With the oversight and support of an educator, students build a network of experts and peers within school policy and customize
their environments to enhance their learning.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 Students brainstorm a list of classmates to ask for help based on skills, and keeps this list to use later.
Connected Standards:
 Fostering and managing a safe, positive learning environment that takes into account physical, emotional, and intellectual well-being of
students. TPEP Criterion 5
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1.c. Students seek feedback from both people and features embedded in digital tools, and use age-appropriate technology to share
learning.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 Students evaluate the features of digital learning tools and resources based on the characteristics of a specific audience.
Connected Standards:
 The teacher communicates and collaborates with students, families, and all educational stakeholders in an ethical and professional manner to
promote student learning. TPEP Criterion 7

1.d. Students explore age-appropriate technologies and begin to transfer their learning to different tools or learning environments.
Lessons/Activities:
 Students choose from a list (or develop their own list) of tasks to design their own path for learning and method(s) to demonstrate learning.
https://www.cultofpedagogy.com/student-playlists-differentiation/
Connected Standards:
 Recall information from experiences or gather information from print and digital sources; take brief notes on sources and sort evidence into
provided categories. ELA W8 (3)
 Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information from print and digital sources; summarize or paraphrase
information in notes and finished work, and provide a list of sources. ELA W8 (5)
 Model how computer hardware and software work together as a system to accomplish tasks. CSTA 1B-CS-02
 Determine potential solutions to solve simple hardware and software problems using common troubleshooting strategies. CSTA 1B-CS-03
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2: Digital Citizen - Students recognize the rights, responsibilities and opportunities of living, learning and working in
an interconnected digital world, and they act and model in ways that are safe, legal and ethical.
2.a. Students demonstrate an understanding of the role an online identity plays in the digital world and learn the permanence of their
decisions when interacting online.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 Students identify the components of their digital identity and their digital footprint.
Lessons/Activities:
 Common Sense Media Lesson: Rings of Responsibility
Connected Standards:
 The teacher uses content area knowledge, learning standards, appropriate pedagogy, and resources to design and deliver curricula and
instruction to impact student learning. TPEP Criterion 4

2.b. Students practice and encourage others in safe, legal and ethical behavior when using technology and interacting online, with
guidance from an educator.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 Students demonstrate appropriate use of technology and explain the importance of responsible and ethical technology use.
 Students exercise digital etiquette when communicating and collaborating.
 Students identify and discuss laws and rules that apply to digital content and information.
Lessons/Activities:
 Common Sense Media Lesson: Talking Safely Online
Connected Standards:
 The teacher acquires and uses specific knowledge about students’ cultural, individual, intellectual, and social development and uses that
knowledge to adjust their practice by employing strategies that advance student learning. Student growth data must be a substantial factor
utilizing OSPI approved student growth rubrics. TPEP Criterion 3
 Describe how family, school, community, peers, media, and technology influence food and beverage choices and eating behaviors. H2.N6.4
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2.c. Students learn about, demonstrate and encourage respect for intellectual property with both print and digital media when using
and sharing the work of others.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 Students explain basic ideas of plagiarism and copyright.
 Students use digital citation tools to cite sources with appropriate guidance.
Lessons/Activities:
 Common Sense Media Lessons: How to Cite a Site, Whose Is It Anyway?
Connected Standards:
 Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information from print and digital sources; summarize or paraphrase
information in notes and finished work, and provide a list of sources. ELA W8 (5)
 Respect copyright/ intellectual property rights of creators and producers AASL 1.3.1
 Follow ethical and legal guidelines in gathering and using information. AASL 1.3.3
 Observe intellectual property rights and give appropriate attribution when creating or remixing programs. CSTA 1B-AP-14
 Use public domain or creative commons media, and refrain from copying or using material created by others without permission. CSTA 1B-IC-21
 The teacher fosters and manages a safe and inclusive learning environment that takes into account physical, emotional, and intellectual wellbeing of students. TPEP Criterion 5

2.d. Students demonstrate an understanding of what personal data is, how to keep it private and how it might be shared online.
Lessons/Activities:
 Common Sense Media Lesson: Private and Personal Information
Connected Standards:
 Discuss real-world cybersecurity problems and how personal information should be protected, such as the necessity of backing up data to guard
against loss, how to create strong passwords and the importance of not sharing passwords, or why we should install and keep anti-virus
software updated to protect data and systems. CSTA 1B-NI-05
 The teacher fosters and manages a safe and inclusive learning environment that takes into account physical, emotional, and intellectual wellbeing of students. TPEP Criterion 5
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3. Knowledge Constructor - Students critically curate a variety of resources using digital tools to construct
knowledge, produce creative artifacts and make meaningful learning experiences for themselves and others.
3.a. Students collaborate with a teacher to employ appropriate research techniques to locate digital resources that will help them in
their learning process.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 Students identify questions related to a topic of interest to broaden or narrow the topic as needed
 Students use appropriate search techniques to locate needed information using digital learning tools and resources.
 Students gather, organize and summarize information from multiple digital learning tools and resources to build knowledge of a topic.
Connected Standards:
 Draw on information from multiple print or digital sources, demonstrating the ability to locate an answer to a question quickly or to solve a
problem efficiently. ELA RI7 (5)
 Consult reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to find the pronunciation and determine or clarify
the precise meaning of keywords and phrases. ELA L.4c (5)
 Demonstrate confidence and self-direction by making independent choices in the selection of resources and information. AASL 1.2.2
 Use interaction with and feedback from teachers and peers to guide own inquiry process. AASL 1.4.2
 The teacher uses multiple data elements (both formative and summative) to plan, inform, and adjust instruction, and evaluate student learning.
Student growth data must be a substantial factor utilizing the OSPI approved student growth rubrics. TPEP Criterion 6

3.b. Students learn how to evaluate sources for accuracy, perspective, credibility and relevance.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 Students use multiple criteria developed with guidance to differentiate between relevant and irrelevant information found with digital learning
tools and resources.
Lessons/Activities:
 Media Literacy - http://mediasmarts.ca/lessonplan/media-literacy-key-concepts-lesson-2-media-are-constructions
Connected Standards:
 Analyze how visual and multimedia elements contribute to the meaning, tone, or beauty of a text (e.g., graphic novel, multimedia presentation
of fiction, folktale, myth, poem). ELA RL7 (5)
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Find, evaluate, and select appropriate sources to answer questions. AASL 1.1.4
Maintain a critical stance by questioning the validity and accuracy of all information. AASL 1.2.4
Describe how family, school, community, peers, media, and technology influence food and beverage choices and eating behaviors. H2.N6 (4)
The teacher uses content area knowledge, learning standards, appropriate pedagogy, and resources to design and deliver curricula and
instruction to impact student learning. TPEP Criterion 4
Evaluates the accuracy of primary and secondary sources. Social Studies 5.1.2 (4)

3.c. Using a variety of strategies, students organize information and make meaningful connections between resources.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 Interpret images, diagrams, maps, graphs, infographics, videos, animations, interactives, etc. in digital learning tools and resources to clarify and
add to knowledge.
 Organize observations and data collected during student explorations to determine if patterns are present.
 Explore and document connections between technology and other fields of study
Connected Standards:
 Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information from print and digital sources; summarize or paraphrase
information in notes and finished work, and provide a list of sources. ELA W8 (5)
 Evaluate information found in selected sources on the basis of accuracy, validity, appropriateness for needs, importance, and social and cultural
context. AASL 1.1.5
 The teacher acquires and uses specific knowledge about students' cultural, individual, intellectual and social development and uses that
knowledge to adjust their practice by employing strategies that advance student learning. TPEP Criterion 3

3.d. Students explore real world problems and issues and collaborate with others to find answers or solutions.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 Within the context of a project based learning unit, students work collaboratively with others using technology to identify and analyze a solution
to the real world problem.
Connected Standards:
 Using technology, including the internet, to produce and publish writing and to interact and collaborate with others. CC ELA W6 (3-5)
 The teacher uses research-based instructional practices to meet the needs of all students. TPEP Criterion 2
 Identify how peers, media, and technology influence decisions related to tobacco, alcohol, and marijuana. H2.Su1 (4)
 Describe influence of peers and social media on body image. H2.So2.5
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4. Innovative Designer - Students use a variety of technologies within a design process to identify and solve problems
by creating new, useful or imaginative solutions.
4.a. Students explore and practice how a design process works to generate ideas, consider solutions, plan to solve a problem or create
innovative products that are shared with others.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 Students demonstrate how applying human knowledge using tools and machines extends human capabilities to meet our needs and wants.
 Students give examples of how requirements for a product can limit the design possibilities for that product.
 Students plan and implement a design process: identify a problem, think about ways to solve the problem, develop possible solutions, test and
evaluate solution(s), present a possible solution, and redesign to improve the solution.
 Students design a product with multiple components and describe how the components interact to form a system.
Lessons/Activities:
 Coding (e.g. with Code.org)
Connected Standards:
 The teacher communicates and collaborates with students, families and all educational stakeholders in an ethical and professional manner to
promote student learning. TPEP Criterion 7
 Develop a diagram or simple physical prototype to convey a proposed object, tool, or process. Science SEP 2 (3-5)
 Use a model to test cause and effect relationships or interactions concerning the functioning of a natural or designed system. Science SEP 2 (35)
 Analyze and interpret data to make sense of phenomena, using logical reasoning, mathematics, and/or computation. Science SEP 4 (3-5)
 Create and/or use graphs and/or charts generated from simple algorithms to compare alternative solutions to an engineering problem. Science
SEP 5 (3-5)

Generate and compare multiple solutions to a problem based on how well they meet the criteria and constraints of the design solution. Science
SEP 6 (3-5)
 Gather relevant information from multiple sources while using the origin, structure, and context to guide the selection. C3 D3.1 (3-5)
 Use distinctions among fact and opinion to determine the credibility of multiple sources. C3 D3.2 (3-5)

Construct arguments using claims and evidence from multiple sources. C3 D4.1 (3-5)
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4.b. Students use digital and non-digital tools to plan and manage a design process.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 Students generate ideas for a variety of projects (book talks, informational video, narrative story) using digital storyboard tools (e.g.,
Storyboard).
Connected Standards:
 The teacher acquires and uses specific knowledge about students' cultural, individual, intellectual and social development and uses that
knowledge to adjust their practice by employing strategies that advance student learning. TPEP Criterion 3
 Present a summary of arguments and explanations to others outside the classroom using print and oral technologies and digital technologies.
C3 D4.3 (3-5)

4.c. Students engage in a cyclical design process to develop prototypes and reflect on the role that trial and error plays.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 Students generate, develop and communicate design ideas and decisions using appropriate terms and graphical representations.
Lessons/Activities:
 Force and motion unit--using different drop heights, compare the bounce height of balls, enter data on spreadsheet to compare, make
predictions when variables are changed.

4.d. Students demonstrate perseverance when working with open-ended problems.
Lessons/Activities:
 Immersive, collaborative problem-solving experiences (e.g., BreakoutEDU)
Connected Standards:
 The teacher communicates high expectations for student learning. TPEP Criterion 1
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5. Computational Thinker - Students develop and employ strategies for understanding and solving problems in ways
that leverage the power of technological methods to develop and test solutions.
5.a. Students explore or solve problems by selecting technology for data analysis, modeling and algorithmic thinking, with guidance
from an educator.
Lessons/Activities:
 Use technology to collect real data (count, measure, pictures, audio) to make a case for change/test solutions. How many times did something
happen or not? Look for trends and tell a story with data.
Connected Standards:
 Compare and refine multiple algorithms for the same task and determine which is the most appropriate. CSTA 1B-AP-08
 Decide if qualitative or quantitative data are best to determine whether a proposed object or tool meets criteria for success. Science SEP 5

5.b. Students select effective technology to represent data.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 With guidance, students select media formats appropriate to content and audience.
Connected Standards:
 Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information from print and digital sources; summarize or paraphrase
information in notes and finished work, and provide a list of sources. ELA W8 (5)
 Draw on information from multiple print or digital sources, demonstrating the ability to locate an answer to a question quickly or to solve a
problem efficiently. CC ELA RI7 (5)
 Organize and present collected data visually to highlight relationships and support a claim. CSTA 1B-DA-06
 Use data to highlight or propose cause-and-effect relationships, predict outcomes, or communicate an idea. CSTA 1B-DA-07
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5.c. Students break down problems into smaller parts, identify key information and propose solutions.
Lessons/Activities:
 Coding (e.g. with Code.org)
Connected Standards:
 Model how information is broken down into smaller pieces, transmitted as packets through multiple devices over networks and the Internet,
and reassembled at the destination. CSTA 1B-NI-04
 Decompose (break down) problems into smaller, manageable subproblems to facilitate the program development process. CSTA 1B-AP-11

5.d. Students understand and explore basic concepts related to automation, patterns and algorithmic thinking.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 Describe a process as a series of actions and how it is used to produce a result, and explain how controls use information to cause systems to
change, like a home thermostat turning on the heat based on the low temperature of a room.
Lessons/Activities:
 Coding (e.g. with Code.org)
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6. Creative Communicator - Students communicate clearly and express themselves creatively for a variety of
purposes using the platforms, tools, styles, formats and digital media appropriate to their goals.
6.a. Students recognize and utilize the features and functions of a variety of creation or communication tools.
Lessons/Activities:
 Students choose from a variety of media to demonstrate/share learning.
https://digitalwritingworkshop.wikispaces.com/Crafting_Digital_Writing
Connected Standards:
 Include multimedia components (e.g., graphics, sound) and visual displays in presentations when appropriate to enhance the development of
main ideas or themes. ELA SL5 (5)
 Create engaging audio recordings of stories or poems that demonstrate fluid reading at an understandable pace; add visual displays when
appropriate to emphasize or enhance certain facts or details. ELA SL5 (3)
 Use the writing process, media and visual literacy, and technology skills to create products that express new understandings. AASL 2.1.6
 Present a summary of arguments and explanations to others outside the classroom using print and oral technologies and digital technologies.
C3 D4.3 (3-5)
 Construct explanations using reasoning, correct sequence, examples, and details with relevant information and data. C3 D4.2 (3-5)

6.b. Students create original works and learn strategies for remixing or repurposing to create new artifacts.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 Students create artifacts using digital learning tools and resources to demonstrate knowledge.
Connected Standards:
 Summarize a written text read aloud or information presented in diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally. ELA
SL2 (5)
 Modify, remix, or incorporate portions of an existing program into one's own work, to develop something new or add more advanced features.
CSTA 1B-AP-12
 The teacher acquires and uses specific knowledge about students' cultural, individual, intellectual and social development and uses that
knowledge to adjust their practice by employing strategies that advance student learning. TPEP Criterion 3
 Present a summary of arguments and explanations to others outside the classroom using print and oral technologies and digital technologies.
C3 D4.3 (3-5)
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6.c. Students create digital artifacts to communicate ideas visually and graphically.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
Lessons/Activities:
 Students choose from a variety of media to demonstrate/share learning.
https://digitalwritingworkshop.wikispaces.com/Crafting_Digital_Writing
Connected Standards:
 Introduce a topic clearly, provide a general observation and focus, and group related information logically; include formatting (e.g., headings),
illustrations, and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension. ELA W.5.2.A
 Use technology and other information tools to organize and display knowledge and understanding in ways that others can view, use, and
assess. AASL 3.1.4
 The teacher acquires and uses specific knowledge about students' cultural, individual, intellectual and social development and uses that
knowledge to adjust their practice by employing strategies that advance student learning. TPEP Criterion 3
 Present a summary of arguments and explanations to others outside the classroom using print and oral technologies and digital technologies.
C3 D4.3 (3-5)
 Construct maps and other graphic representations of both familiar and unfamiliar places. C3 D2.Geo.1 (3-5)

6.d. Students learn about audience and consider their expected audience when creating digital artifacts and presentations.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 With guidance, students discuss and identify communication needs considering goals, audience and content.
Lessons/Activities:
 Students choose from a variety of media to demonstrate/share learning.
https://digitalwritingworkshop.wikispaces.com/Crafting_Digital_Writing
 Students summarize their findings from research from another class project and produce artifacts for different audiences (e.g., a tweet length
summary, infographic, paragraph, photo essay). Students should articulate why they chose a particular tool for the audience (e.g., peers, adults,
family, teachers).
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Connected Standards:
 Use technology and other information tools to organize and display knowledge and understanding in ways that others can view, use, and
assess. AASL 3.1.4
 Assess the quality and effectiveness of the learning product. AASL 3.4.2
 Use an iterative process to plan the development of a program by including others' perspectives and considering user preferences. CSTA 1B-AP13
 The teacher acquires and uses specific knowledge about students' cultural, individual, intellectual and social development and uses that
knowledge to adjust their practice by employing strategies that advance student learning. TPEP Criterion 3
 Gather relevant information from multiple sources while using the origin, structure, and context to guide the selection. C3 D3.1 (3-5)
 Identify evidence that draws information from multiple sources in response to compelling questions. C3 D3.3 (3-5)
 Use evidence to develop claims in response to compelling questions. C3 D3.4 (3-5)
 Present a summary of arguments and explanations to others outside the classroom using print and oral technologies and digital technologies.
C3 D4.3 (3-5)
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7. Global Collaborator - Students use digital tools to broaden their perspectives and enrich their learning by
collaborating with others and working effectively in teams locally and globally.
7.a. Students use digital tools to work with friends and people from different backgrounds or cultures.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 Students create a plan and select collaboration and/or communication tools to complete a given task.
 Students identify the positive and negative impact the use of technology can have on relationships, communities and self.
 Students describe the advantages/disadvantages of technology (past, present, future) to understand the relationship between technology,
society and the individual.
 Students seek feedback from other groups in their class or students at another grade level.
Lessons/Activities:
 With guidance from their teacher, students use video conferencing tools or other online collaborative spaces, such as blogs, wikis, forums, or
website comments, to gather feedback from individuals and groups about programming projects.
Connected Standards:
 Seek diverse perspectives for the purpose of improving computational artifacts. CSTA 1B-IC-20
 Present a summary of arguments and explanations to others outside the classroom using print and oral technologies and digital technologies.
C3 D4.3 (3-5)

7.b. Students use collaborative technologies to connect with others, including peers, experts and community members, to explore
different points of view on various topics.
Connected Standards:
 Solicit and respect diverse perspectives while searching for information, collaborating with others, and participating as a member of the
community. AASL 3.3.1
 Respect the differing interests and experiences of others, and seek a variety of viewpoints. AASL 3.3.2
 Maintain openness to new ideas by considering divergent opinions, changing opinions or conclusions when evidence supports the change, and
seeking information about new ideas encountered through academic or personal experiences. AASL 4.2.3
 Explain how cultural and environmental characteristics affect the distribution and movement of people, goods, and ideas. C3 D2.Geo.7 (3-5)
 Explain how human settlements and movements relate to the locations and use of various natural resources. C3 D2.Geo.8 (3-5)
 Analyze the effects of catastrophic environmental and technological events on human settlements and migration. C3 D2.Geo.9 (3-5)
 Explain why environmental characteristics vary among different world regions. C3 D2.Geo.10 (3-5)
 Explain how natural and human-made catastrophic events in one place affect people living in other places. C3 D2.Geo.12 (3-5)
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7.c. Students perform a variety of roles within a team using age-appropriate technology to complete a project or solve a problem.
Connected Standards:
 Take on varying roles, with teacher guidance, when collaborating with peers during the design, implementation, and review stages of program
development. CSTA 1B-AP-16

7.d. Students work with others using collaborative technologies to explore local and global issues.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 5):
 Students identify positive and negative impacts your use of personal technology and technology systems (e.g., agriculture, transportation,
energy generation, water treatment) can have on your community.
Connected Standards:
 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and to interact and collaborate with others. ELA W6 (3-5)
 Contribute to the exchange of ideas within and beyond the learning community. AASL 3.3.5
 Participate in the social exchange of ideas, both electronically and in person. AASL 4.3.1
 Explain how cultural and environmental characteristics affect the distribution and movement of people, goods, and ideas. C3 D2.Geo.7 (3-5)
 Explain how human settlements and movements relate to the locations and use of various natural resources. C3 D2.Geo.8 (3-5)
 Analyze the effects of catastrophic environmental and technological events on human settlements and migration. C3 D2.Geo.9 (3-5)
 Explain why environmental characteristics vary among different world regions. C3 D2.Geo.10 (3-5)
 Explain how natural and human-made catastrophic events in one place affect people living in other places. C3 D2.Geo.12 (3-5)
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Standards for Technology Literate & Fluent Students
1. Empowered Learner - Students leverage technology to take an active role in choosing, achieving and
demonstrating competency in their learning goals, informed by the learning sciences.
1.a. Students articulate personal learning goals, select and manage appropriate technologies to achieve them, and reflect on their
successes and areas of improvement in working toward their goals.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Student-led conferences using technology tools.
 Students create digital portfolios.
Lessons/Activities:
 Setting Individual Learning Goals and Targets - Victoria, Australia, Victoria State Government Education and Training
 Student Led Conferences and Digital Portfolios
 GAFE:Google Apps For Education http://dailygenius.com/google_apps_digital_portfolios/
 Creating and Scoring Digital Portfolios http://flippedlearning.org/syndicated/creating-scoring-digital-portfolios-with-google-tools/
Connected Standards:
 Using one or more technologies, create short- and long-term goals to establish and track healthy eating patterns. H6.N6.8
 Using one or more technologies, construct a personal workout using the FITT principle and evaluate progress toward goal. PE3.5.8
 Using one or more technologies, maintain and reflect on a personal physical activity and nutrition log and set goals for improvement.
PE3.11.8
 Students consistently use assessment data to assess their own learning, determine learning goals and monitor progress over time. TPEP State
Criteria 6 (CEL 5D+)
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1.b. Students identify and develop online networks within school policy, and customize their learning environments in ways that
support their learning, in collaboration with an educator.
Classroom Example:
 Students participate in school-approved online groups to support learning (e.g., online discussion boards through an LMS).
Lessons/Activities:
 Using Social Networking with Kids in the Classroom - Webinar from Jeff Utecht
 Making the Case for Social Media in Schools (Burley JH, Albermarle County Schools)
 Digital Bytes https://www.commonsense.org/education/digital-bytes

1.c. Students actively seek performance feedback from people, including teachers, and from functionalities embedded in digital tools
to improve their learning process, and they select technology to demonstrate their learning in a variety of ways.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students use interactive digital tools to create online polls or surveys to gather data to help guide and assess information during the learning
process.
 Students comment on writing projects using online tools (e.g. blogs, online discussions, comments on live documents, etc.).
 Students create digital presentations that provide opportunities for audience participation and feedback.
Connected Standards:
 Demonstrate mastery of technology tools for accession information and pursuing inquiry. AASL 1.1.8
 Use interaction with and feedback from teachers and peers to guide own inquiry process. AASL 1.4.2

1.d. Students are able to navigate a variety of technologies and transfer their knowledge and skills to learn how to use new
technologies.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students use a variety of devices (e.g., mobile devices and computers) to support planning, implementing, and reflecting upon a defined task.
 Students apply their knowledge and skills from existing technologies and devices to successfully use new technologies.
 Students develop criteria for selecting digital learning tools and resources to accomplish a defined task.
 Students identify a product and describe how people from different disciplines combined their skills in the design and production of the
product.
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2: Digital Citizen - Students recognize the rights, responsibilities and opportunities of living, learning and working in
an interconnected digital world, and they act and model in ways that are safe, legal and ethical.
2.a. Students manage their digital identities and reputations within school policy, including demonstrating an understanding of how
digital actions are never fully erasable.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students participate in class discussions about online safety.
 Students demonstrate knowledge of when to share personal information.
 Students identify the differences between ethical and unethical online and digital use behavior.
 Students identify the consequences of unethical uses of technology.
Lessons/Activities:
● Common Sense Media Lesson: Unit One- Digital Life 101: What is the place of digital media in our lives?
(https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/digital-life-101-6-8)
● Common Sense Media Lesson: Unit Two- Which Me Should I Be? https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/which-me-should-i-be-6-8

2.b. Students demonstrate and advocate for positive, safe, legal and ethical habits when using technology and when interacting with
others online.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students participate in class discussions about online safety.
 Students identify the differences between ethical and unethical online and digital use behavior.
 Students identify the consequences of unethical uses of technology.
 Students explain the positive and negative impact the use of technology can have on personal, professional and community relationships.
Lessons/Activities:
● Cyberbullying: Be Upstanding from Common Sense Media (https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/cyberbullying-be-upstanding-6-8)
● Which Me Should I Be from Common Sense Media (https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/which-me-should-i-be-6-8)
● A Creator’s Rights from Common Sense Media (https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/a-creators-rights-6-8)
● Safe Online Talk from Common Sense Media (https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/safe-online-talk-6-8)
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●

It’s Cool to be Kind from Google - 4 lessons beginning on pg. 37
(https://beinternetawesome.withgoogle.com/pdfs/Google_BeInternetAwesome_DigitalCitizenshipSafety_Curriculum_.pdf)

Connected Standards:
 Follow ethical and legal guidelines in gathering and using information. AASL 1.3.3
 Use information technology responsibly. AASL 1.3.5
 Understand differences between reliable and unreliable sources of nutrition information. H3.N1.6
 Determine availability of valid and reliable nutrition information, products, and services. H3.N1.7
 Investigate valid and reliable nutrition information, products, and services. H3.N1.8

2.c. Students demonstrate and advocate for an understanding of intellectual property with both print and digital media- including
copyright, permission and fair use-by creating a variety of media products that include appropriate citation and attribution elements.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students identify the differences between ethical and unethical online and digital use behavior.
 Students identify the consequences of unethical uses of technology.
 Students comply with copyright law when copying and pasting from websites.
 Students describe the impact of unethical and illegal use of technology on individuals and society.
Lessons/Activities:
● Common Sense Media Lesson: Unit One: Lesson Five- A Creator’s Rights
(https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/a-creators-rights-6-8
● Common Sense Media Lesson: Unit Two: Lesson Two- A Creator’s Responsiblity
https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/a-creators-responsibilities-6-8
● Common Sense Media Lesson: Unit Three: Lesson Five- Rework, Reuse, Remix
https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/rework-reuse-remix-6-8
● Creative Commons Video: Copyright Information https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8YkbeycRa2A
● Common Sense Media Video: Copyright and Fairuse https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=suMza6Q8J08
● California School Library Association Video: Creativity, Copyright, and Fair Use For Ethical Digital Citizens
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h7QmSKHCQoY
● Kathy Schrock’s Guide to Intellectual Property http://www.schrockguide.net/intellectual-property.html
Connected Standards:
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Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources; assess the credibility of each source; and quote or paraphrase the data and
conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and providing basic bibliographic information for sources. ELA W8 (6)
Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, using search terms effectively; assess the credibility and accuracy of each
source; and quote or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for citation. ELA
W8 (7-8)
Respect copyright/intellectual property rights of creators and producers. AASL 1.3.1
Follow ethical and legal guidelines in gathering and using information. AASL 1.3.3

2.d. Students demonstrate an understanding of what personal data is and how to keep it private and secure, including the awareness
of terms such as encryption, HTTPS, password, cookies and computer viruses; they also understand the limitations of data
management and how data-collection technologies work.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students use secure passwords to protect the privacy of information.
 Students participate in class discussions about online safety.
 Students understand when and when not to click on “pop ups” and advertisements while using the Internet.
 Students demonstrate knowledge of when to share personal information.
 Students identify what type of storage (local, cloud, or other) is the appropriate option dependent on data size, sharing needs, etc.
Lessons/Activities:
● Cybersecurity Lab Guide for Educators by PBS (http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/labs/about-cyber-lab/educator-guide/)
● 7 Essential Steps to Securing Your Smartphone (YouTube Video) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xWEFju0Sg1E
● Need a Good Password? This 11-Year-Old Will Sell You One (YouTube Video) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGwSxwPcH1U
● 25 Interesting Facts About Computer Viruses You Really Should Know (YouTube Video) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aeA7rDq4CnM
Connected Standards:
 Identify potential dangers of sharing personal information through electronic media.H1.Sa3.6b
 Understand potential dangers of sharing personal information through electronic media. H1.Sa3.7b
 Describe potential dangers of sharing personal information through electronic media. H1.Sa3.8c
 Describe tradeoffs between allowing information to be public and keeping information private and secure. CSTA 2-IC-2
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3. Knowledge Constructor - Students critically curate a variety of resources using digital tools to construct
knowledge, produce creative artifacts and make meaningful learning experiences for themselves and others.
3.a. Students demonstrate and practice the ability to effectively utilize research strategies to locate appropriate digital resources in
support of their learning.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students use online library databases to complete a research project of their choice.
 Students make effective keyword choices when searching online and are able to explain what terms they used to find their information.
Lessons/Activities:
 Causes of Conflict Social Studies/Educational Technology Classroom-Based Assessment:
http://www.k12.wa.us/EdTech/Assessment/CBAs/G7CausesofConflict.pdf
 Constitutional Issues Social Studies/Educational Technology Classroom-Based Assessment:
http://www.k12.wa.us/EdTech/Assessment/CBAs/G8ConstitutionalIssues.pdf
Connected Standards:
 Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence. ELA W1 (6-8)
 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through the selection, organization, and
analysis of relevant content. ELA W2 (6-8)
 Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources; assess the credibility of each source; and quote or paraphrase the data and
conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and providing basic bibliographic information for sources. ELA W8 (6)
 Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, using search terms effectively; assess the credibility and accuracy of each
source; and quote or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for citation. ELA
W8 (7-8)
 Conduct short research projects to answer a question, drawing on several sources and refocusing the inquiry when appropriate. ELA W7 (6)
 Conduct short research projects to answer a question, drawing on several sources and generating additional related, focused questions for
further research and investigation. ELA W7 (7)
 Conduct short research projects to answer a question (including a self-generated question), drawing on several sources and generating
additional related, focused questions that allow for multiple avenues of exploration. ELA W7 (8)
 Follow an inquiry based process in seeking knowledge in curricular subjects, and make the real-world connection for using this process in own
life. AASL 1.1.1
 Find, evaluate and select appropriate sources to answer questions. (Any inquiry or research) AASL 1.1.4
 Creates and uses research questions to guide inquiry on an issue or event. Social Studies 5.2.1 (7)
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Demonstrate confidence and self-direction by making independent choices in the selection of resources and information. AASL 1.2.2
Demonstrate adaptability by changing the inquiry focus, questions, resources, or strategies when necessary to achieve success. AASL 1.2.5
Display emotional resilience by persisting in information searching despite challenges. AASL 1.2.6
Monitor own information-seeking processes for effectiveness and progress, and adapt as necessary. AASL 1.4.1
Gather relevant information from multiple sources while using the origin, authority, structure, context, and corroborative value of the sources
to guide the selection. C3 D3.1 (6-8)

3.b. Students practice and demonstrate the ability to evaluate resources for accuracy, perspective, credibility and relevance.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students create and publish digital stories to blog for peer review.
 Students use multiple criteria to evaluate the validity of information found with digital learning tools and resources.
Lessons/Activities:
 RADCAB - Your Vehicle for Information Evaluation: http://www.radcab.com/
Connected Standards:
 Analyze validity and reliability of health and wellness information and products. H3.W4.7
 Describe how values, media, and technology influence health decisions and behaviors. H2.W3.8
 Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence. ELA W1 (6-8)
 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through the selection, organization, and
analysis of relevant content. ELA W2 (6 – 8)
 Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources; assess the credibility of each source; and quote or paraphrase the data
and conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and providing basic bibliographic information for sources. ELA W8 (6)
 Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, using search terms effectively; assess the credibility and accuracy of each
source; and quote or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for citation. ELA
W8 (7-8)
 Evaluate information found in selected sources on the basis of accuracy, validity, appropriateness for needs, importance, and social and
cultural context. AASL 1.1.5
 Make sense of information gathered from diverse sources by identifying misconceptions, main and supporting ideas, conflicting
information, and point of view or bias. AASL 1.1.7
 Maintain a critical stance by questioning the validity and accuracy of all information. AASL 1.2.4
 Monitor gathered information, and assess for gaps or weaknesses AASL 1.4.3
 Evaluate the credibility of a source by determining its relevance and intended use. C3 D3.2 (6-8)
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3.c. Students locate and collect resources from a variety of sources and organize assets into collections for a wide range of projects
and purposes.
Connected Standards:
 Include multimedia components (e.g., graphics, images, music, sound) and visual displays in presentations to clarify information. ELA SL5 (6)
 Include multimedia components and visual displays in presentations to clarify claims and findings and emphasize salient points. ELA SL5 (7)
 Integrate multimedia and visual displays into presentations to clarify information, strengthen claims and evidence, and add interest. ELA SL5
(8)
 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and link to and cite sources as well as to interact and collaborate with
others, including linking to and citing sources. ELA W6 (7)
 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and present the relationships between information and ideas efficiently
as well as to interact and collaborate with others. ELA W6 (8)
 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and present the relationships between information and ideas clearly
and efficiently. ELA W6 (6-8)
 Integrate information presented in different media or formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively) as well as in words to develop a coherent
understanding of a topic or issue. ELA RI7 (6)
 Read, view and listen for information presented in any format in order to make inferences and gather meaning. AASL 1.1.6
 Demonstrate mastery of technology tools for accessing information and pursuing inquiry. AASL 1.1.8
 Identify evidence that draws information from multiple sources to support claims, noting evidentiary limitations. C3 D3.3 (6-8)

3.d. Students explore real-world issues and problems and actively pursue an understanding of them and solutions for them.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students research a current issue using online resources (e.g., Newsela).
Lessons/Activities:
 Enduring Cultures Social Studies/Educational Technology Classroom-Based Assessment:
http://www.k12.wa.us/EdTech/Assessment/CBAs/G6EnduringCultures.pdf
Connected Standards:
 Analyze factors that influence substance use and abuse. H2.Su1.8
 Compare and contrast sources of information on substance use. H3.Su1.8
 Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence. ELA W1 (6-8)
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Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through the selection, organization, and
analysis of relevant content. ELA W2 (6-8)
Develop and refine a range of questions to frame the search for new understanding. AASL 1.1.3
Display initiative and engagement by posing questions and investigating the answers beyond the collection of superficial facts. AASL 1.2.1
Display persistence by continuing to pursue information to gain a broad perspective. AASL 1.2.7
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4. Innovative Designer - Students use a variety of technologies within a design process to identify and solve problems
by creating new, useful or imaginative solutions.
4.a. Students engage in a design process and employ it to generate ideas, create innovative products or solve authentic problems.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students investigate and illustrate complex ideas or processes using concept-mapping software.
 Students create websites, blogs, wikis, or other collaborative forums to share ideas.
Connected Standards:
 Apply concepts of statistics and probability (including mean, median, mode, and variability) to analyze and characterize data, using digital tools
when feasible. Science SEP 4 (6-8)
 Use digital tools and/or mathematical concepts and arguments to test and compare proposed solutions to an engineering design problem.
Science SEP 5 (6-8)
 Construct an explanation that includes qualitative or quantitative relationships between variables that predict(s) and/or describe(s)
phenomena. Science SEP 6 (6-8)
 Construct an explanation using models or representations. Science SEP 6 (6-8)
 Develop or modify a model—based on evidence—to match what happens if a variable or component of a system is changed. Science SEP 2 (6-8)
 Use and/or develop a model of simple systems with uncertain and less predictable factors. Science SEP 2 (6-8)
 Develop and/or revise a model to show the relationships among variables, including those that are not observable but predict observable
phenomena. Science SEP 2 (6-8)
 Develop and/or use a model to predict and/or describe phenomena. Science SEP 2 (6-8)
 Plan an investigation individually and collaboratively, and in the design identify independent and dependent variables and controls, what tools
are needed to do the gathering, how measurements will be recorded, and how many data are needed to support a claim. Science SEP 3 (6-8)
 Conduct an investigation and/or evaluate and/or revise the experimental design to produce data to serve as the basis for evidence that meet
the goals of the investigation. Science SEP 3 (6-8)
 Collect data to produce data to serve as the basis for evidence to answer scientific questions or to test design solutions under a range of
conditions. Science SEP 3 (6-8)
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4.b. Students select and use digital tools to support a design process and expand their understanding to identify constraints and tradeoffs and to weigh risks
Connected Standards:
 Develop or modify a model—based on evidence—to match what happens if a variable or component of a system is changed. Science SEP 2 (6-8)
 Use and/or develop a model of simple systems with uncertain and less predictable factors. Science SEP 2 (6-8)
 Develop and/or revise a model to show the relationships among variables, including those that are not observable but predict observable
phenomena. Science SEP 2 (6-8)
 Develop and/or use a model to predict and/or describe phenomena. Science SEP 2 (6-8)
 Plan an investigation individually and collaboratively, and in the design identify independent and dependent variables and controls, what tools
are needed to do the gathering, how measurements will be recorded, and how many data are needed to support a claim. Science SEP 3 (6-8)
 Conduct an investigation and/or evaluate and/or revise the experimental design to produce data to serve as the basis for evidence that meet
the goals of the investigation. Science SEP 3 (6-8)
 Evaluate the accuracy of various methods for collecting data. Science SEP 3 (6-8)
 Collect data to produce data to serve as the basis for evidence to answer scientific questions or to test design solutions under a range of
conditions. Science SEP 3 (6-8)
 Collect data about the performance of a proposed object, tool, process, or system under a range of conditions. Science SEP 3 (6-8)
 Use digital tools (e.g., computers) to analyze very large data sets for patterns and trends. Science SEP 5 (6-8)
 Use digital tools and/or mathematical concepts and arguments to test and compare proposed solutions to an engineering design problem.
ScienceSEP 5 (6-8)
 Apply scientific ideas or principles to design, construct, and/or test a design of an object, tool, process or system. Science SEP 6 (6-8)
 Undertake a design project, engaging in the design cycle, to construct and/or implement a solution that meets specific design criteria and
constraints. Science SEP 6 (6-8)
 Optimize performance of a design by prioritizing criteria, making tradeoffs, testing, revising, and retesting. Science SEP 6 (6-8)
 Use flowcharts and/or pseudocode to address complex problems as algorithms. CSTA 2-AP-10
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4.c. Students engage in a design process to develop, test and revise prototypes, embracing the cyclical process of trial and error and
understanding problems or setbacks as potential opportunities for improvement
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students use criteria developed with guidance to evaluate a new or improved product for its functional, aesthetic and creative elements.
 Students create an electronic survey that redirects based on the answers that are selected (e.g., using Google Forms).
Connected Standards:
 Plan an investigation individually and collaboratively, and in the design identify independent and dependent variables and controls, what tools
are needed to do the gathering, how measurements will be recorded, and how many data are needed to support a claim. Science SEP 3 (6-8)
 Conduct an investigation and/or evaluate and/or revise the experimental design to produce data to serve as the basis for evidence that meet
the goals of the investigation. Science SEP 3 (6-8)
 Evaluate the accuracy of various methods for collecting data. Science SEP 3 (6-8)
 Collect data to produce data to serve as the basis for evidence to answer scientific questions or to test design solutions under a range of
conditions. Science SEP 3 (6-8)
 Collect data about the performance of a proposed object, tool, process, or system under a range of conditions. Science SEP 3 (6-8)
 Apply scientific ideas or principles to design, construct, and/or test a design of an object, tool, process or system. Science SEP 6 (6-8)
 Undertake a design project, engaging in the design cycle, to construct and/or implement a solution that meets specific design criteria and
constraints. Science SEP 6 (6-8)
 Optimize performance of a design by prioritizing criteria, making tradeoffs, testing, revising, and retesting. Science SEP 6 (6-8)
 Refine computational models based on the data they have generated. CSTA 2-DA-09

4.d. Students demonstrate an ability to persevere and handle greater ambiguity as they work to solve open-ended problems.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students use concept-mapping software to identify and select information to help make decisions.
 Students use software to evaluate social and economic data to forecast trends and shape ideas.
 Students present solutions to a panel or group using digital tools to review options and possibly determine best solutions.
 Students examine a familiar product or process and suggest improvements to its design.
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5. Computational Thinker - Students develop and employ strategies for understanding and solving problems in ways
that leverage the power of technological methods to develop and test solutions.
5.a. Students practice defining problems to solve by computing for data analysis, modeling or algorithmic thinking.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students use coding tools to model the behavior of decentralized systems (e.g., StarLogo, http://www.slnova.org/).
Connected Standards:
 Collect data using computational tools and transform the data to make it more useful and reliable. CSTA 2-DA-08
 Create algorithms (a series of ordered steps) to solve a problem. Science SEP5 (6-8)

5.b. Students find or organize data and use technology to analyze and represent it to solve problems and make decisions.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students use coding tools to model the behavior of decentralized systems (e.g., StarLogo, http://www.slnova.org/).
 Students take information from a class lab or activity and are able to use technology (e.g., spreadsheets) to present it visually.
 Students analyze data collected or retrieved from a variety of digital learning tools and resources to determine if patterns or trends are present.
Connected Standards:
 Use digital tools (e.g., computers) to analyze very large data sets for patterns and trends. Science SEP 5 (6-8)
 Identify evidence that draws information from multiple sources to support claims, noting evidentiary limitations. C3 D3.3 (6-8)

5.c. Students break problems into component parts, identify key pieces and use that information to problem solve.
Lessons/Activities:
 Divide and conquer lesson where students break down a problem to solve
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DMDuomVc5gZ_NSaC3afERx4OuESWweydMICqetin3to/edit?usp=sharing
Connected Standards:
 Use mathematical representations to describe and/or support scientific conclusions and design solutions. Science SEP5 (6-8)
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5.d. Students demonstrate an understanding of how automation works and use algorithmic thinking to design and automate
solutions.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students create algorithms (a series of ordered steps) to solve a problem.
 Students apply mathematical concepts and/or processes (such as ratio, rate, percent, basic operations, and simple algebra) to scientific and
engineering questions and problems.
 Students use digital tools and/or mathematical concepts and arguments to test and compare proposed solutions to an engineering design
problem.
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6. Creative Communicator - Students communicate clearly and express themselves creatively for a variety of
purposes using the platforms, tools, styles, formats and digital media appropriate to their goals.
6.a. Students select appropriate platforms and tools to create, share and communicate their work effectively.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students gather data, examine patterns, and apply information for decision making using digital tools and resources.
 Students are given choices to select which tools to use for final products and are expected to use the tool to communicate their learning
effectively.
Connected Standards:
 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate with others; demonstrate sufficient
command of keyboarding skills to type a minimum of three pages in a single sitting. ELA W6 (6)
 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and link to and cite sources as well as to interact and collaborate with
others, including linking to and citing sources. ELA W6 (7)
 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and present the relationships between information and ideas efficiently
as well as to interact and collaborate with others ELA W6 (8)
 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and present the relationships between information and ideas clearly and
efficiently. ELA W6 (6 – 8)
 Demonstrate confidence and self-direction by making independent choices in the selection of resources and materials. AASL 1.2.2
 Demonstrate creativity by using multiple resources and formats. AASL 1.2.3
 Analyze the impact of technology and social media on friendships and relationships. H2.Se8.8.
 Present adaptations of arguments and explanations on topics of interest to others to reach audiences and venues outside the classroom
using print and oral technologies (e.g., posters, essays, letters, debates, speeches, reports, and maps) and digital technologies (e.g., Internet,
social media, and digital documentary). C3 D4.3 (6-8)

6.b. Students create original works or responsibly repurpose other digital resources into new creative works.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students create a video from images found online and are able to correctly cite and give credit to the original creator.
Connected Standards:
 Integrate information presented in different media or formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively) as well as in words to develop a coherent
understanding of a topic or issue. ELA RI7 (6)
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6.c. Students communicate complex ideas clearly using various digital tools to convey the concepts textually, visually, graphically, etc.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students integrate multimedia and visual displays into presentations to clarify information, strengthen claims and evidence, and add interest.
Connected Standards:
 Include multimedia components (e.g., graphics, images, music, sound) and visual displays in presentations to clarify information. ELA SL5 (6)
 Include multimedia components and visual displays in presentations to clarify claims and findings and emphasize salient points. ELA SL5 (7)
 Integrate multimedia and visual displays into presentations to clarify information, strengthen claims and evidence, and add interest. ELA SL5 (8)
 Contribute to the exchange of ideas within the learning community. AASL 1.3.4
 Construct arguments using claims and evidence from multiple sources, while acknowledging the strengths and limitations of the arguments.
C3 D4.1 (6-8)
 Construct explanations using reasoning, correct sequence, examples, and details with relevant information and data, while acknowledging
the strengths and weaknesses of the explanations. C3 D4.2 (6-8)
 Present adaptations of arguments and explanations on topics of interest to others to reach audiences and venues outside the classroom
using print and oral technologies (e.g., posters, essays, letters, debates, speeches, reports, and maps) and digital technologies (e.g., Internet,
social media, and digital documentary). C3 D4.3 (6-8)

6.d. Students publish or present content designed for specific audiences and select platforms that will effectively convey their ideas to
those audiences.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students evaluate the effectiveness of a digital tool to communicate information with multiple audiences.
 Students share what is learned about a topic, problem, or question with a real-world audience.
 Students share solutions to mathematics problems on a classroom blog.
 Students present solutions to a panel using digital tools to determine best solution.
 Students collect blog comments from other classrooms on which book should be the top children’s book of the year.
 Students create and publish e-books online.
Lessons/Activities:
 Common Sense Media Lesson: A Creator's Rights: What rights do you have as a creator? (https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/acreators-rights-6-8)
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7. Global Collaborator - Students use digital tools to broaden their perspectives and enrich their learning by
collaborating with others and working effectively in teams locally and globally.
7.a. Students use digital tools to interact with others to develop a richer understanding of different perspectives and cultures.
Connected Standards:
 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate with others; demonstrate sufficient
command of keyboarding skills to type a minimum of three pages in a single sitting. ELA W6 (6)
 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and link to and cite sources as well as to interact and collaborate with
others, including linking to and citing sources. ELA W6 (7)
 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and present the relationships between information and ideas efficiently
as well as to interact and collaborate with others. ELA W6 (8)

7.b. Students use collaborative technologies to connect with others, including peers, experts and community members, to learn about
issues and problems or to gain broader perspective.
Connected Standards:
 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate with others; demonstrate sufficient
command of keyboarding skills to type a minimum of three pages in a single sitting. ELA W6 (6)
 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and link to and cite sources as well as to interact and collaborate with
others, including linking to and citing sources. ELA W6 (7)
 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and present the relationships between information and ideas efficiently
as well as to interact and collaborate with others. ELA W6 (8)
 Collaborate with others to broaden and deepen understanding. AASL 1.1.9
 Seek divergent perspectives during information gathering and assessment. AASL 1.3.2

7.c. Students determine their role on a team to meet goals, based on their knowledge of technology and content, as well as personal
preference.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 8):
 Students serve different roles in collaborative projects to determine strengths and weaknesses and allow them to better choose their roles.
 Students plan a project using online tools (e.g. assign group roles and establish timelines using an online calendar).
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7.d. Students select collaborative technologies and use them to work with others to investigate and develop solutions related to local
and global issues
Connected Standards:
 Using collaborative technologies, determine strategies for responding to harassment, intimidation, and bullying. H5.So5.7
 Using collaborative technologies, advocate for a bully-free school and community environment. H8.So5.8
 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate with others; demonstrate sufficient
command of keyboarding skills to type a minimum of three pages in a single sitting. ELA W6 (6)
 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and link to and cite sources as well as to interact and collaborate with
others, including linking to and citing sources. ELA W6 (7)
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Standards for Technology Literate & Fluent Students
1. Empowered Learner - Students leverage technology to take an active role in choosing, achieving and
demonstrating competency in their learning goals, informed by the learning sciences.
1.a. Students articulate and set personal learning goals, develop strategies leveraging technology to achieve them and reflect on the
learning process itself to improve learning outcomes.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):


Students create a digital portfolio that will provide the means to articulate and monitor their personal learning goals and GPA (e.g. High School
and Beyond plan & Student Led Conferences).

Lessons/Activities:



Navigation 101 Student Portfolios, http://www.k12.wa.us/SecondaryEducation/CareerCollegeReadiness/videos/Nav101_portfolio.wmv
Use digital tools to help surface student aspirations and orient school program toward empowering students to move toward their aspirations
(e.g., Quaglia Institute at http://quagliainstitute.org/qisva/framework/index.jsp)

Connected Standards:




Implement strategies to achieve a personal health goal using technology to develop, monitor, and evaluate progress. H6.W7.HS
Design and implement a personal fitness and nutrition plan (assessment scores, goals for improvement, plan of activities for improvement,
log of activities to reach goals, timeline for improvement). PE3.8.HS1

1.b. Students build networks and customize their learning environments in ways that support the learning process.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):




Students participate in school-approved online groups to support learning (ex: online discussion boards through an LMS).
Students collaboratively take notes in online “master document” during class to be used by all to share questions, further explanation,
comments, and constructivist learning.
Students curate a Personal Learning Network (PLN) for a specific curricular area/topic (e.g., climate change), using a variety of social media
feeds, news sites, people, etc.
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Students work collaboratively (e.g., using Google Slides or RealTime Board) on online/real-time team project to create one end product (e.g., a
science project presentation). Groups are required first to define and articulate the steps of their execution process, including the strengths and
responsibilities of each member, and how each step is intended to enrich the quality of the end-product.

Lessons/Activities:


Students choose from a list (or develop their own list) of tasks to design their own path for learning and method(s) to demonstrate learning.
https://www.cultofpedagogy.com/student-playlists-differentiation/

Connected Standards:


Collaborate with others to exchange ideas, develop new understandings, make decisions, and solve problems. AASL 2.1.5

1.c. Students use technology to seek feedback that informs and improves their practice and to demonstrate their learning in a
variety of ways.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):





Students use technology to connect and learn from experts in their field of study.
Students interact and collaborate with others using a variety of digital tools (e.g. Google Classroom, an LMS, or social media sites).
Students use online forms to gather feedback from peers after a final presentation, identifying areas where they wish to improve and fashioning
survey questions whose answers will inform their development.
Students share a collaborative document/whiteboard space to receive written or video (recorded or live) feedback from classmates, school
audience, or real-world audience or expert outside of the school district.

Lessons/Activities:


Students choose from a variety of media to demonstrate/share learning.
https://digitalwritingworkshop.wikispaces.com/Crafting_Digital_Writing

Connected Standards:


Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, publish, and update individual or shared writing products, taking advantage of technology's
capacity to link to other information and to display information flexibly and dynamically. ELA W6
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1.d. Students understand the fundamental concepts of technology operations, demonstrate the ability to choose, use and
troubleshoot current technologies and are able to transfer their knowledge to explore emerging technologies.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):





Student create help documents, screencasts, and vlogs to demonstrate how they solved their issue so others may benefit by reading or viewing.
Students analyze and evaluate the ease of use and effectiveness of available features of selected digital learning tools and resources.
Students report on the capacities and limitations of various technologies as a content exploration, recommending different technologies to
peers for specific purposes.
Students compare cloud computing services offered by multiple service providers and identify an emerging cloud-based technology.

Lessons/Activities:


Offer students a variety of finishing formats (video, infographic, white paper, etc.) for a given class project, and require them early in the
process to articulate the appropriateness of their chosen finishing format to the content of their message.
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2: Digital Citizen - Students recognize the rights, responsibilities and opportunities of living, learning and working
in an interconnected digital world, and they act and model in ways that are safe, legal and ethical.
2.a. Students cultivate and manage their digital identity and reputation and are aware of the permanence of their actions in the
digital world.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):



Students use a credible online identity review service to manage their reputation and design a poster of the dos and don’ts when using the
Internet.
Students analyze how social media impacts society, individuals and organizations.

Lessons/Activities:
●
●

Common Sense Media Lesson (9-12): College Bound (https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/college-bound-9-12) Students spend
time preparing and sharing their digital footprint from the perspective of college admissions/employer.
Common Sense Media Lesson (9-12): Private Today, Public Tomorrow (https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/private-today-publictomorrow-9-12)

● Lesson Plan: What roles do social media play in teens lives? (http://www.pbs.org/newshour/extra/lessons_plans/are-teensaddicted-to-technology/)
● Lesson Plan: High schools and colleges crack down on students online activity.
(http://www.pbs.org/newshour/extra/daily_videos/high-schools-and-colleges-crack-down-on-students-online-activity/)
● Lesson Plan: How to use Social Media for Good. (http://www.pbs.org/newshour/extra/lessons_plans/lesson-plan-how-to-usesocial-media-for-social-good/)
Connected Standards:


Compare how family, peers, culture, media, technology, and other factors influence safety and injury prevention practices and behaviors.
H2.Sa1.HS

2.b. Students engage in positive, safe, legal and ethical behavior when using technology, including social interactions online or
when using networked devices.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):


Students research an incident reported by news media of unethical use of technology, ideally involving someone of their age, and identify steps
that might have been taken to prevent or mitigate the incident as part of a class project.
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Students participate and engage with the global community within expected norms of behavior and positive interaction.

Lessons/Activities:
●
●
●

Common Sense Media Lesson (9-12): My Online Code (https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/my-online-code-9-12)
Common Sense Media Lesson (9-12): What’s the Big Deal about Internet Privacy
(https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/whats-the-big-deal-about-internet-privacy-9-12)
Common Sense Media Lesson (9-12): Overexposed Sexting and Relationships
(https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/overexposed-sexting-and-relationships-9-12)

Connected Standards:




Analyze potential dangers of sharing personal information through electronic media. H1.Sa3.HS
Compare and contrast the influence of family, peers, culture, media, technology, and other factors on harassment, intimidation, and bullying.
H2.So5.HS

2.c. Students demonstrate an understanding of and respect for the rights and obligations of using and sharing intellectual property.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):




Students practice ethical and appropriate use of all media and comply with copyright law.
Students cite electronic and print sources in appropriate format for school and personal work.
Students understand Fair Use and utilize Creative Commons Licensing for personal work to protect created products.

Lessons/Activities:
● Common Sense Media Unit One, Lesson Three: Copyrights and Wrongs
https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/copyrights-and-wrongs-9-12
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Common Sense Media Unit Two, Lesson One: My Online Code
https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/my-online-code-9-12
Common Sense Media Unit Three, Lesson Three: Rights, Remixes, and Respect https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/rightsremixes-and-respect-9-12
Common Sense Media Unit Four, Lesson Four: Retouching Reality
https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/retouching-reality9-12
Creative Commons Video: Copyright Information https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8YkbeycRa2A
Common Sense Media Video: Copyright and Fairuse https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=suMza6Q8J08
California School Library Association Video: Creativity, Copyright, and Fair Use For Ethical Digital Citizens
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h7QmSKHCQoY
Kathy Schrock’s Guide to Intellectual Property http://www.schrockguide.net/intellectual-property.html
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Simulate environments where students have created intellectual property of different natures (e.g., music, academic research, art, patent, etc.).
Students articulate instructions for a hypothetical audience who will be using their intellectual property as to how they wish to be credited
and/or remunerated for the use of their intellectual property, then compare and contrast personal instructions to real-world practices.

2.d. Students manage their personal data to maintain digital privacy and security and are aware of data-collection technology used
to track their navigation online.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):




Students select a technology and analyze its global impact across multiple disciplines.
Students practice safe and responsible sharing of information, data and opinions online.
Students understand privacy issues and how personal data is archived and publicly available.

Lessons/Activities:
●
●
●
●
●

Cybersecurity Lab Guide for Educators by PBS (http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/labs/about-cyber-lab/educator-guide/)
Teaching About Cybersecurity: Taking Steps to Improve Online Safety and Prevent Data Breaches by New York Times (https://nyti.ms/2jvdKkn)
Common Sense Media Lesson: https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/does-it-matter-who-has-your-data-9-12 Students analyze
the upsides and downsides of companies collecting their personal information online
Common Sense Media Lesson: What's The Big Deal About Internet Privacy? (https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/whats-the-bigdeal-about-internet-privacy-9-12)
Complete a privacy audit and share with others your findings (e.g., Google yourself, public records searches, read the data privacy agreements
with your favorite apps). What can others do with your data, and what will happen to your data if the company closes? What rights do you
have as a person and a minor? How might new technologies (e.g., facial recognition) impact your privacy?

Connected Standards:


Explain the privacy concerns related to the collection and generation of data through automated processes that may not be evident to users.
CSTA 3A-IC-29
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3. Knowledge Constructor - Students critically curate a variety of resources using digital tools to construct
knowledge, produce creative artifacts and make meaningful learning experiences for themselves and others.
3.a. Students plan and employ effective research strategies to locate information and other resources for their intellectual or
creative pursuits.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):




Students apply keyword choice search techniques. (basic and advanced boolean)
Students compare search browsers and recognize features that allow for filtering of information.
Students identify sources using a database to research material for a persuasive speech.

Connected Standards:







Create a resource that outlines where and how students can access valid and reliable health information, products, and services. H3.W4.HS
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; assess the usefulness of
each source in answering the research question; integrate information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism
and following a standard format for citation. ELA W8 (9-10)
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; assess the strengths and
limitations of each source in terms of the task, purpose, and audience; integrate information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of
ideas, avoiding plagiarism and overreliance on any one source and following a standard format for citation. ELA W8 (11-12)
Gather relevant information from multiple sources representing a wide range of views while using the origin, authority, structure, context, and
corroborative value of the sources to guide the selection. C3 D3.1 (9-12)
Creates and uses research questions that are tied to an essential question to focus inquiry on an idea, issue, or event. Social Studies 5.2.1 (9-10)

3.b. Students evaluate the accuracy, perspective, credibility and relevance of information, media, data or other resources.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):





Students compare and contrast information found about the same global issue from different databases and analyze bias and fairness to the
topic, using use advanced search tools and country codes to find sources originating from different countries.
Students use a framework for evaluating information found online (e.g., CRAAP, REAL, SOAP).
Student recognize bias in research and sources.
Students assess how point of view and purpose impact content, message, and style of text, media, digital, and online presentation.
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Lessons/Activities:
●
●
●

Assign curriculum from the News Literacy Project: http://www.thenewsliteracyproject.org
Evaluating Sources in a ‘Post-Truth’ World: Ideas for Teaching and Learning About Fake News by New York Times (https://nyti.ms/2jCIBim)
Students work in small teams to impersonate different news sources, based on their research of their source’s perspective and methods. Then
the entire class engages in a debate around a current event/issue, representing their assigned news source. Compare and contrast the
credibility of represented new sources.

Connected Standards:




Evaluate how culture, media, society, and other people influence our perceptions about relationships and other related topics. H2.Se3.HS
Evaluate the credibility of a source by examining how experts value the source. C3 D3.2 (9-12)
Evaluates the validity, reliability, and credibility of sources when researching an issue or event. Social Studies 5.2.2 (9-10)

3.c. Students curate information from digital resources using a variety of tools and methods to create collections of artifacts that
demonstrate meaningful connections or conclusions.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):





Students analyze and influence their digital identity and digital footprint while considering past, present, and future implications.
Students collect information and report on an issue of their choice, creating a digital product that effectively highlights the reasoning behind
their collection’s choice of media.
Students use online content curation tools to organize research and information, pull together RSS feeds, and personalize online news
content.
Students analyze survey data, report information and display the data in a variety of ways to support conclusions.

Connected Standards:



Evaluate resources for accessing valid and reliable information, products, and services for healthy eating. H3.N1.HS
Identify evidence that draws information directly and substantively from multiple sources to detect inconsistencies in evidence in order to
revise or strengthen claims. C3 D3.3 (9-12)
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3.d. Students build knowledge by actively exploring real-world issues and problems, developing ideas and theories and pursuing
answers and solutions
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):


Students compare and contrast norms of healthy behavior by collecting and analyzing data on student health (e.g., measure BMI, physical
fitness and nutrition using digital tools).

Lessons/Activities:


Use technology to solve real world problems through a Problem-Based Learning framework (e.g., Sammamish HS 7 Key Elements,
http://www.bsd405.org/shspbl/pbl-101/7-key-elements/)

4. Innovative Designer - Students use a variety of technologies within a design process to identify and solve
problems by creating new, useful or imaginative solutions.
4.a. Students know and use a deliberate design process for generating ideas, testing theories, creating innovative artifacts or
solving authentic problems.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):


Students implement, document and present the design process as applied to a particular product, process or problem.

Lessons/Activities:


Identify a design process framework, such as Stanford d.school’s Design Thinking or 8 Core Abilities.

Connected Standards:






Using one or more technologies, design, monitor, and adjust a personal nutrition plan, considering cost, availability, access, nutritional value,
balance, freshness, and culture. H7.N6.HS
Make a quantitative and/or qualitative claim regarding the relationship between dependent and independent variables. Science SEP 6
Design a test of a model to ascertain its reliability. Science SEP 2
Develop, revise, and/or use a model based on evidence to illustrate and/or predict the relationships between systems or between components
of a system. Science SEP 2
Develop and/or use multiple types of models to provide mechanistic accounts and/or predict phenomena, and move flexibly between model
types based on merits and limitations. Science SEP 2
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Develop a complex model that allows for manipulation and testing of a proposed process or system. Science SEP 2
Develop and/or use a model (including mathematical and computational) to generate data to support explanations, predict phenomena,
analyze systems, and/or solve problems. Science SEP 2
Plan an investigation or test a design individually and collaboratively to produce data to serve as the basis for evidence as part of building and
revising models, supporting explanations for phenomena, or testing solutions to problems. Consider possible confounding variables or effects
and evaluate the investigation’s design to ensure variables are controlled. Science SEP 3
Plan and conduct an investigation individually and collaboratively to produce data to serve as the basis for evidence, and in the design decide on
types, how much, and accuracy of data needed to produce reliable measurements and consider limitations on the precision of the data (e.g.,
number of trials, cost, risk, time), and refine the design accordingly. Science SEP 3
Manipulate variables and collect data about a complex model of a proposed process or system to identify failure points or improve
performance relative to criteria for success or other variables. Science SEP 3

4.b. Students select and use digital tools to plan and manage a design process that considers design constraints and calculated risks.
Connected Standards:








Develop and/or use a model (including mathematical and computational) to generate data to support explanations, predict phenomena,
analyze systems, and/or solve problems. Science SEP 2
Select appropriate tools to collect, record, analyze, and evaluate data. Science SEP 3
Design, evaluate, and/or refine a solution to a complex real-world problem, based on scientific knowledge, student-generated sources of
evidence, prioritized criteria, and tradeoff considerations. Science SEP 6
Use digital tools (e.g., computers) to analyze very large data sets for patterns and trends. Science SEP 4
Using digital tools and technologies, create and monitor a plan to improve performance of a self-selected motor skill. PE2.3.HS2
Adjust intensity to keep heart rate in the target zone, calculate recovery heart rate, and use technology to monitor cardiorespiratory
endurance. PE3.5.HS1a

Washington Educational Technology Standards
Latest Draft with Performance Indicators Grades 9-12
4.c. Students develop, test and refine prototypes as part of a cyclical design process.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):


Students evaluate a design solution using conceptual, physical, digital and mathematical models at various intervals of the design process in
order to check for proper design and note areas where improvements are needed (e.g., check the design solutions against criteria and
constraints).

Connected Standards:







Plan an investigation or test a design individually and collaboratively to produce data to serve as the basis for evidence as part of building and
revising models, supporting explanations for phenomena, or testing solutions to problems. Consider possible confounding variables or effects
and evaluate the investigation’s design to ensure variables are controlled. Science SEP 3
Plan and conduct an investigation individually and collaboratively to produce data to serve as the basis for evidence, and in the design decide on
types, how much, and accuracy of data needed to produce reliable measurements and consider limitations on the precision of the data (e.g.,
number of trials, cost, risk, time), and refine the design accordingly. Science SEP 3
Make directional hypotheses that specify what happens to a dependent variable when an independent variable is manipulated. Science SEP 3
Manipulate variables and collect data about a complex model of a proposed process or system to identify failure points or improve
performance relative to criteria for success or other variables. Science SEP 3
Design, evaluate, and/or refine a solution to a complex real-world problem, based on scientific knowledge, student-generated sources of
evidence, prioritized criteria, and tradeoff considerations. Science SEP 6
Design and iteratively develop computational artifacts for practical intent, personal expression, or to address a societal issue by using events to
initiate instructions. CSTA 3A-AP-16

4.d. Students exhibit a tolerance for ambiguity, perseverance and the capacity to work with open-ended problems.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):


Students critically evaluate a design solution at multiple points of the design process, and consider design requirements and adjust processes
and outcomes as needed.

Lessons/Activities:



Design a Web application or write a simple program to convert US currency to England currency (e.g., using Java and C+).
Introduce complex problems with more than one solution for students to answer - using a PBL framework.

Washington Educational Technology Standards
Latest Draft with Performance Indicators Grades 9-12
5. Computational Thinker - Students develop and employ strategies for understanding and solving problems in
ways that leverage the power of technological methods to develop and test solutions.
5.a. Students formulate problem definitions suited for technology-assisted methods such as data analysis, abstract models and
algorithmic thinking in exploring and finding solutions.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):


Students present civic problems, such as transportation or housing, and challenge students to design and prototype technology-based solutions.

Lessons/Activities:


Students offer hypotheses of the relative consequence of different situational elements in history (such as natural resources, materials
technology, or quality of governance) leading up to a chosen historical event. They then model these elements in an algorithm in ways that they
can vary the prevalence of the elements, attempting to match their model to the actual historical outcome.

Connected Standards:
 Use mathematical, computational, and/or algorithmic representations of phenomena or design solutions to describe and/or support claims
and/or explanations. Science SEP 5

5.b. Students collect data or identify relevant data sets, use digital tools to analyze them, and represent data in various ways to
facilitate problem-solving and decision-making.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):
 Students construct a spreadsheet workbook with multiple worksheets, rename tabs to reflect the data on the worksheet, and use
mathematical or logical functions, charts and data from all worksheets to convey the results.
 Students collect and analyze data through the use of online survey tools.
 Students download a large set of data and perform filtering and formula-based calculations in a spreadsheet to draw conclusions.
Lessons/Activities:



Students build a relational database around a chosen area of interest or expertise. The database must include relationships between several
different tables of data, each representing its own entity. For example: brands of skateboards, famous skateboarders, and skateboarding tricks.
Students collect local GIS data and contribute to public database (science inquiry); example: Students ... become citizen scientists,
http://www.esri.com/news/arcuser/0207/horny-toad.html

Washington Educational Technology Standards
Latest Draft with Performance Indicators Grades 9-12


Students utilize spreadsheets and data visualization to plan upcoming school events, such as dances or games, and have students debate
budgetary and execution details based on these data, then present findings to school administration.

Connected Standards:


Analyze data using tools, technologies, and/or models (e.g., computational, mathematical) in order to make valid and reliable scientific claims or
determine an optimal design solution. Science SEP 4

5.c. Students break problems into component parts, extract key information, and develop descriptive models to understand
complex systems or facilitate problem-solving.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):


Students create musical instruments using inexpensive microcontrollers, sensors, and sound-production components.

Connected Standards:





Create and/or revise a computational model or simulation of a phenomenon, designed device, process, or system. Science SEP 5
Design, evaluate, and/or refine a solution to a complex real-world problem, based on scientific knowledge, student-generated sources of
evidence, prioritized criteria, and tradeoff considerations. Science SEP 6
Identify evidence that draws information directly and substantively from multiple sources to detect inconsistencies in evidence in order to
revise or strengthen claims. C3 D3.3 (9-12)

5.d. Students understand how automation works and use algorithmic thinking to develop a sequence of steps to create and test
automated solutions.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):



Students apply techniques of algebra and functions to represent and solve scientific and engineering problems.
Students apply systems thinking to solve a complex problem.

Lessons/Activities:




Use simple limit cases to test mathematical expressions, computer programs, algorithms, or simulations of a process or system to see if a model
“makes sense” by comparing the outcomes with what is known about the real world.
Students use multivariable calculus to break a three-dimensional graph into slices, cutting each slice by hand, router or laser to rebuild the
original graph.

Washington Educational Technology Standards
Latest Draft with Performance Indicators Grades 9-12
6. Creative Communicator - Students communicate clearly and express themselves creatively for a variety of
purposes using the platforms, tools, styles, formats and digital media appropriate to their goals.
6.a. Students choose the appropriate platforms and tools for meeting the desired objectives of their creation or communication.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):


Students use digital learning tools and resources to identify communication needs considering goals, audience, content, access to tools or
devices, timing of communication (time zones), etc.

Lessons/Activities:



Students are given choice in terms of products for a project - some more relevant than others, which allows for student choice/voice, but the
use and rationale of the chosen tech tool is included as part of the assessment. Ex: collaborative student presentations with a choice of which
tool to use to present (PPT, Prezi, Google Slides)
Offer students a choice of subject matter, requiring them to communicate their interest in three or more very different platforms. Then have
them reflect as to the impact of the platform media on the success of their communication.

Connected Standards:



Communicate scientific and/or technical information or ideas (e.g. about phenomena and/or the process of development and the design and
performance of a proposed process or system) in multiple formats (i.e., orally, graphically, textually, mathematically). Science SEP 8
Present adaptations of arguments and explanations that feature evocative ideas and perspectives on issues and topics to reach a range of
audiences and venues outside the classroom using print and oral technologies (e.g., posters, essays, letters, debates, speeches, reports, and
maps) and digital technologies (e.g., Internet, social media, and digital documentary). C3 D4.3 (9-12)

6.b. Students create original works or responsibly repurpose or remix digital resources into new creations.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):



Students research a current topic and select online information that is appropriate and credible to support a point of view, explaining why their
audience should lend credence to their sources.
Students create a citation spectrum, graphically outlining the levels of citing sophistication expected in different final products.

Lessons/Activities:


Students correctly cite repurposed work into their new creations, respecting copyright law and citation standards (e.g., rewrite the lyrics to a
folk song, record and store the music files to be remixed by classmates).

Washington Educational Technology Standards
Latest Draft with Performance Indicators Grades 9-12
6.c. Students communicate complex ideas clearly and effectively by creating or using a variety of digital objects such as
visualizations, models or simulations.
Lessons/Activities:



Students use a program like Desmos to make mathematical models to show understanding
(https://teacher.desmos.com/activitybuilder/custom/581394efa64518b3069b6de7)
Students use Minecraft to build a model refugee camp in order to explain UN recommendations:
https://education.minecraft.net/lessons/building-refugee-camp/

Connected Standards:



Develop a complex model that allows for manipulation and testing of a proposed process or system. Science SEP 2
Present adaptations of arguments and explanations that feature evocative ideas and perspectives on issues and topics to reach a range of
audiences and venues outside the classroom using print and oral technologies (e.g., posters, essays, letters, debates, speeches, reports, and
maps) and digital technologies (e.g., Internet, social media, and digital documentary). C3 D4.3 (9-12)

6.d. Students publish or present content that customizes the message and medium for their intended audiences.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):



Students engage local experts in final presentations, especially in a judging or evaluative context.
Student project planning exercises include an analysis of the target audience and how that audience best absorbs information.

Connected Standards:


Design a drug-free message for a community beyond school. H8.Su3.HS

Washington Educational Technology Standards
Latest Draft with Performance Indicators Grades 9-12
7. Global Collaborator - Students use digital tools to broaden their perspectives and enrich their learning by
collaborating with others and working effectively in teams locally and globally.
7.a. Students use digital tools to connect with learners from a variety of backgrounds and cultures, engaging with them in ways
that broaden mutual understanding and learning.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):



Students contribute to an online project that combines photos and personal stories in order to share perspectives and understanding.
Connect with students and classrooms around the world using tools like Skype or Hangouts.

Lessons/Activities:


Use geolocated photos to reconstruct a journey from a historical epoch, discussing challenges and solutions from that period. Examine the use
of online tools, such as E-Pals or 100 Mentors.

7.b. Students use collaborative technologies to work with others, including peers, experts or community members, to examine
issues and problems from multiple viewpoints.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):



Students partner with students in other countries to collectively create software addressing a common problem (like a video game to combat
sexism).
Students use recording media (video, VoiceThread, tablets, etc.) to take oral histories from community members and compile them into a
representative data bank.

Lessons/Activities:


Common Sense Media Lesson: https://www.commonsense.org/education/lesson/collective-intelligence-9-12 Students analyze benefits and
drawbacks of working together to create information online.

Washington Educational Technology Standards
Latest Draft with Performance Indicators Grades 9-12
7.c. Students contribute constructively to project teams, assuming various roles and responsibilities to work effectively toward a
common goal.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):



Students use project management tools like (Office 365 Planner, Google Sheets, Google Keep, etc.) to organize individual and group tasks and
reflect on participation and goal completion.
Student project planning includes culturally responsive explorations, such as reporting on different cultures’ uses of technology.

7.d. Students explore local and global issues and use collaborative technologies to work with others to investigate solutions.
Samples of student performance (by the end of grade 12):


Students connect with local health organizations to create digital promotional materials.

Lessons/Activities:


Explore the state of technological infrastructure in various countries with an eye toward how well-developed technologies are adopted in
situations that have little precedent for such tools.

Connected Standards:


Using collaborative technologies, design a message that promotes health for a community beyond school. H8.Su3.HS
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JULY 2015 CROCKER GROUP RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDATION (2015-16)

CURRENT STATUS (2018)

1

Implement a data tagging process and/or
make system improvements to move this
tracking information to the Business Office
for future reporting and analysis. (2015-16
school year)

A plan has been crafted to complete the inventory
process. When fully implemented, the Business
Office would have all necessary information for
reporting and analysis.

2

Implement a data tagging system or
reinforce an existing process as part of the
purchasing process to identify the locations
(especially schools) for technology
purchases. This system should also be
integrated into an inventory system
(2015-16 school year)

Included in the inventory plan is a process which
would identify the specific location of a technology
purchase. Account codes identify the location where
purchases are made.

3

Implement an inventory management
system (such as Dell’s KACE system) to
allow for the efficient and accurate reporting
of technology by location.
(2015-16 school year)

The proposed inventory implementation plan software
system is Spiceworks. This system provides the
District means to track hardware and specifications
related to each piece of equipment and their location.

4

Carefully watch the percentage of
technology purchases going to district
operations to ensure that it returns below
the recommended threshold over the next
few years.(Next two school years)

The Business Office and Technology Department
will work closely to monitor expenses for district
operations. The systems currently being used are
recommended systems based on district size and
compatibility with OSPI reporting requirements.

5

Evaluate the necessity of all recurring
expenses. Many of these areas have been
commoditized over time and lower cost
solutions may be available, if the solution is
even still required. For example, evaluate
the need for on-site servers vs. cloud-based
systems and/or fully outsourced Software as
a Service (SaaS). (Summer 2015)

As the District looks to the future for technology
purchases, the use of onsite vs Cloud based storage
is being evaluated. The total cost of ownership is
being evaluated in all equipment purchases moving
forward.

6

Build a plan to reduce technology staffing by
at least one position per year for the next two
to three years. In order to accomplish this,
improvements and investments in
management systems (e.g. inventory,
deployment and management, helpdesk)
must be made to ensure that support for
teachers and students remain stable, or
increases, as staff reduction occurs. (Plan:

Since 2015, the Technology Department staff has
been reduced by attrition. Each resignation was
carefully reviewed and adjustments to
positions/duties were done to ensure the level of
support for staff would not be affected. With the
most recent resignation, an opportunity to
restructure the department has been discussed.
The attrition of technical staff has led the
department to taking steps in standardization of

summer 2015; Implement: next two school
years)

equipment and practices.

7

Implement technology management systems
(Such as Dell’s KACE system) in order to
more efficiently manage and support
technology implementations. Examine
collaboration with regional partners. Cost will
be offset by reduced need for technology
support staff and improved purchasing
decisions. (2015-16 school year)

The district has employed SpiceWorks for use with
staff and student laptops. ChromeBooks are
tracked through the Google Admin Console. Our
Technicians are DELL Certified so that we can make
repairs and expedite the repair process. Several
other districts in the region have ChromeBooks as
their primary student device and are willing to
partner with us for professional development
opportunities in the future.

8

Migrate off of in-house built systems (such
as those in FileMaker Pro). Over time these
in-house systems almost always end up
bringing less overall value (in cost and
efficiency) than off the shelf or supported
open-source based systems.
(Evaluation: 2015-16 school year
Migration: following years)

The District has transitioned to
WSIPC/Skyward for most student and
employee data base functions. FileMaker Pro is
still used in Food Service, Harbor After School
programs for attendance for grant compliance
reporting and at Harbor High for tracking
individual student contracts and awarding
credit. An evaluation of program use of
FileMaker Pro continues to be in process.

9

Strategically build out an education
technology team to support teachers in the
effective use of technology. Funding for this
area can come from reductions in
technology support and reductions in
recurring expenses. (Plan: summer 2015;
Implement: next two school years)

The District now has two Technology Integration
Specialists. A task force was created in the Fall
of 2017. The Task Force was charged with
reviewing the current status of educational
technology in ASD5. With the completion of this
report, the Task Force’s work is complete.
Going forward, an Educational Technology
Steering Committee will need to be formed to
monitor, review and guide all aspects of
technology within the District

10

Undertake a customer--‐ service perception
survey of all staff at the start of the 2015--‐
16 school year focused on key questions
around the amount and usability of
technology in the classrooms and
operational departments, as well as the
ability for teachers to maximize instruction
and learning with the technology. Use the
information from this survey to guide
professional development and technology-‐ purchase decisions. Undertake a follow-‐ up survey at the end of the school year,
and in the following school year, to measure
progress against objectives emerging from

The 2015-16 and 2016-17 school years, staff were
surveyed on their use of technology and areas
where they would like additional training.
Technology Integration Specialists were charged
with creating several Professional Development
opportunities throughout the school year for staff
members to take part in to increase their knowledge
in emerging technology.

the baseline survey. (2015 - 2016 School
Year)
11

Create and/or review building--‐ level
technology plans. Ensure each building has
a clear plan for how to utilize technology to
enhance or improve student learning, along
with measurable outcomes. (2015 - 2016
School Year)

Building level plans were not continued in the past
few years because of an emphasis in developing a
continuum and equity in equipment and practices
throughout the District.
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*Certificated Staff Responses by Building
Response:

YES, Used in Classroom
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3
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0

0

0
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0
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3
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4
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0

2

1
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1

9
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3
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User Reported Systems and User Reported Purposes:
This table represents the systems identified from user response data. For each system identified user “purpose”
responses have been consolidated and added in a single cell next to the system. The third column represents the
grade level represented by the respondents who use that system. This data should not be used to indicate what
grades use what systems, as the number of user responses do not represent all teachers at all grade levels.
However this data does likely lists the majority of systems used throughout the district. The inconsistencies in the
reported data illustrate the varied levels of understanding within the District.
System

Purpose (from User)

GL (user)

“Adventure in
Japanese”
Companion
Website

Students will have access to additional learning resources on their
companion website. These resources include textbook audio,
workbook audio, flashcards for vocabulary and Japanese
characters, study guides and review lessons.

10,11

ABCYA

Learning games for students to play when earned

3

Accelerated
Reader

Online reading practice and assessment of comprehension to
reinforce reading for a variety of purposes on our report cards and
goal setting.
online reading practice and assessment of reading
comprehension, goal setting, and report cards
AR Tests
Take AR Tests

1,2,3,4

Adobe CC

photo editing
Used to Photoshop images to be used in student video projects
Video editing software used to edit video assignments

7,8,9,10,11,12

Adobe CS5
airast

9,10,11,12
everything- used on laptop and cell phone

Apex Learning

7,8
9,10,11,12

Applied
Educational
Systems

Adds content to lectures and bookwork

9,10,11,12

AR, AR/STAR

Reading Motivation and Reading Comprehension

3,5

Art Hub for Kids

Assisted drawing lessons

2

1

Art of Ed

lesson development, inspiration

7,8

AVID weekly
subscription

Practicing close reading using Costa’s levels of questioning
close reading practice using Costa’s levels of questioning

3,4

BrainPop

curriculum support

4,5,6

breakout.edu

escape room in a classroom!

5

CDC.gov

Reference databases for health related topics

9,10,11,12

CENGAGE
LEARNING

ONLINE TEXTBOOK AND STUDENT WORK FOR AP US
HISTORY

9,10,11,12

Chrome

To teach

9,10,11,12

Class Dojo

Parent Communication
Reward system, behavior management, parent communication,
class stories
Behavior management, reward, parent communication, class
stories
Parent Communication, Student Behavior
Communicate with Parents
Communication tool between parents/students/staff

2,3,4

CNN 10 CNN
Student News

Daily news program
10 min of student centered news…awesome!

5

Code Combat

Learn programming skills

7,8

Coding apps

support the common core

5

Collections
(curriculum)

To teach

9,10,11,12

Connect Ed

Reading and Math Lessons and Resources

3,4,5,6,7

Supplement material for our math curriculum. Create worksheets,
assessments, projects.
Math & Reading curriculum online, reteach, videos, answer keys,
printable worksheets for differentiating.
Wonders Reading curriculum, My Math curriculum, videos, online
assignments, group assignments, reteaching, printable worksheets
for differentiation, assignments, tests,

2

For presenting lessons, assigning assessments and classwork
Classroom curriculum, math, ELA, manage assignments,
assessments
Math
ELA program all uses. This encompasses all teacher aspects as
not all portions were purchased in print version for the teacher. I
use this to teach my lesson, assign items to students, create tests.
Students use it to access every aspect of their ELA program both
at school and at home.
Coolmath4kids.com

Reinforce math concepts, Intervention Support for math students.

7

copia class

AP stats online book access

9,10,11,12

Corel Draw

Photo, Vector Image Program

9,10,11,12

Cricut design space

art, templates, school decor

7,8

Crostini

Chromebook

1,2,3,4,5,6

Dance Mat Typing

Free Typing Practice without setting up accounts
free typing practice without setting up accounts

3,4

Department of
Early Learning

To input family visits and other information for ECEAP families
enrolled in my class; to generate monthly reports

pk

Desmos

Graphing calculator in some STEM modules
Demonstrate calculator use for those that are doing state testing

7,8,9,10,11,12

Dibels

k,1,2,3,4,5,6

Dogo News

Kids News Articles

1,2,3,4,5,6

DoInk App

support the common core

5

DropBox

Back Up system for work files.

3

Druva
Duolingo

9,10,11,12
Used to give students extra opportunities to practice beginner-level
Spanish.

3

9,10,11,12

EasyCBM

Progress monitoring IEP goals as well as benchmarking. I use it
especially for tracking reading comprehension and reading
fluency.

4,5,6

Ed Helper

To create supplemental curriculum for students on an IEP

k,1,2,3

EdConnect

Math/ELA/Science

4

EdPuzzle.com

Annotate videos, huge user creator video quiz bank, quick
assessment

5

EDS

Student Information, certification, Washington Scholars

11

Edulastic

Formative/summative reading/math assessment. Can be made to
look a lot like SBA

3

Engage NY

Supplemental lessons and project to reinforce the learning in our
core math. Create assignments and assessments.
To find math lessons on target topics for reinforcement of skills

4,5,6,7

Epic

Reading Practice

3

Equivalence Tiles
Cloud art

support the common core

5

EXAMVIEW

TEST GENERATOR
Create activities, and test/quizzes

9,10,11,12

Facebook

Maintaining MJH account

7,8

Federal 21st CCLC
Accountability
Spreadsheet

9,10,11,12

FilemakerPro

To teach

9,10,11,12

Find Me Print

Students use Find Me Print to be able to print reference images for
projects.

9,10,11,12

Flashnote Derby

music theory

k,1,2,3,4,5,6

Flocabulary

Literacy

1,2,3,4,5,6

Follett Library

Used to enter books into library system

7,8

4

Program
Frontier

eSpark, learning support

1,2,3,4,5,6

Frontline

9,10,11,12

FrontRowEd.com

ELA and Math

6

Garage Band

music composition

k,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,
11,12

Go to Meeting

9,10,11,12

GoNoodle

We use it for brain breaks and exercise.

2

Google

Math/ELA/Science

4,7,8

Google Chrome

Browser for mail, teaching websites

3

Google Classroom

Distribution of Assignments/Websites and Student
Feedback/Collaboration
Distribution of assignments/projects, student use for research and
reports/projects, communication with students and parents
Classroom management, distribution of assignments,
communication with parents, student feedback
to place assignments – especially for students who are absent.
Classroom management; distribution of assignments and
assessments; project learning, communicating with students and
parents.
classroom management, distribute assignments, parent feedback
distribution of assignments/projects, communication with students
and parents
Assignments, Student Feedback
To teach
Classroom management, distribution of assignments
Distribution of assignments/projects, communication with parents,
student feedback, student collaboration
Pushing out websites to 2nd graders to access
Classroom management, distribution of assignments/information,
communication with parents and students, student feedback.
Post information, distribute/collect assignments, distribute links,
classroom management
Send assignments

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11
,12

5

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSIGNMENTS
Classroom assignments, communication between
parents/students/teacher
Business Procedures Class delivery mode
Keep students up to date on the classroom activities, give them
access to all of my PowerPoints and worksheets, send massemails to both students and parents, allow parents/guardians to
know what’s going on in class every week.
Classroom management, distribution of assignments/projects,
communication with parents, student feedback, student
collaboration
Google Slides

Lesson presentations, examples of finished products,
assignments, flat lay graphic design assignments
Research paper, research, and PowerPoint

4,5,6,7,8

Google Docs

Create supplemental worksheets or assignments for math classes;
Communication with students or families; Communication with
special needs teachers. Project work.
for writing projects.
written essays from students, collaborative documents
Research paper, research, and PowerPoint

4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11, 12

Use Google Docs and Sheets mainly to share and edit docs
between staff.
Google Sheets

I use Google Sheets/Docs for staff/student schedules, meeting
notes, forms, etc. It is very helpful to have documents on the
Google drive so I can access them from school or home.

4,5,6,9, 10,11,12

Google Drive

file storage and management, collaborative folders and drives for
group work

k,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,
11,12

To collaborate with staff members, share documents with
students, track student progress, Student Study Team notes and
documents.
Classroom Assignments, notes, tests, quizzes.
Google Forms

quizzes, surveys, reflective writing

Google Earth
Google G-mail

7,8
7

Used to communicate with parents, used to communicate with
students, accept completed assignments, teach features of e-mail

6

9,10,11,12

and how to construct an e-mail.
Google Images

I search for pictures to go with vocabulary words, compile them in
Word, and have them printed into flashcards to teach and assess
vocabulary acquisition and for analysis activities
Finding images for slideshows of famous artworks, visual
references for drawings/sculpture, etc. (Students and I both use
constantly.)

9,10,11,12

myriad purposes relating to lesson development, examples,
information, and new resources

7,8

Google Calendar
Google search

Gradebook Pro

5,6,7,8,9,10,11, 12

Greek Latin roots

support the common core

5

Helpteaching.com

To find worksheets for students that are in the resource room all
day and don’t go to their classroom.

4,5,6

Hopscotch

Programming Skills

7,8

IEP Online

To write and review individualized education programs for special
education students
keep sped students current on IEPs and Reevaluations
To complete Special Ed. Paperwork regarding referrals, eligibility,
and IEPs

pk,9,10,11,12

Imagine Learning

Intuitive curriculum for differentiating instruction and data for
instruction
Intuitive curriculum and data for differentiating instruction

k,1,2,3,4,5

EL Students
Indian Ed-Since
Time immemorial

On-line Indian sovereignty curriculum

4

Indistar

everything- used on laptop and cell phone

7,8

Infinite Algebra

Create worksheets and assessments for pre-algebra course.
Student collaboration lessons.

7

Instagram

maintaining MJH accounts

7,8

7

Internet

Students use to complete various research projects throughout the
year.

9,10,11,12

iPhoto

To manage and edit photos for end of the year slideshow, class
projects, TS Gold documentation and TPEP documentation..

pk

iTunes

Used for playing audio files.

9,10,11,12

IXL

Math Skills Practice
To promote student learning of math concepts with the use of
practice and immediate feedback.
English language arts and math support, reteach, reinforce,
differentiate, advanced levels
English Language Arts, Math, reteach, differentiate, support,
accelerate students achievement
Math practice
Students practice math skills, tracking student growth
Math/ELA/Science
Supplement the very basics of the 2nd grade curriculum; used on
iPads in 1st, Chromebooks in 2nd
Math remediation and teaching software.
Practice math skills

1,2,3,4,5,6,7

Math
Instruction, test taking, document/writing/research assignments
Reinforce math concepts currently being taught for extra student
practice. Assist with struggling math students. Used with core
math students primarily but is also used to help intervention and
SWD students.
Kahoot.com

All class skill reinforcement with a highly motivating quiz format.
Very engaging!
Online game format that reinforces learning in the classroom.
online all class skill reinforcement, highly motivating quiz format,
very engaging subject matter
testing and review

2,3,4,5,6,7

Review math and phonics skills
To review a unit, reinforce new skills, etc.
quick and dirty assessment, immediate feedback, different game
modes
Kids YouTube

Online books, finger plays, calming background music

pk

Kuta Software

Create activities, and test/quizzes

9,10,11,12

8

Larry Ferlazzo’s
Education Blog

Larry Ferlazzo keeps a blog with ideas on how to use technology
for ELL students. I get some ideas from it.

9,10,11,12

Learning.com

Computer Lessons and Typing
Keyboarding Lessons
Used to cover mandated E-rate curriculum for students

2,5

Lego EV3
programming
software

Program EV3 robots

7,8

Lego NXT
programming
software

Program NXT robots

7,8

Lifetouch

yearbook creation, sales

7,8

locus.statisticseduc
ation.org

Pre/post tests for AP Stats

9,10,11,12

MathAids.com

To find math worksheets on target skills. I often use these
worksheets to progress monitor IEP goals.

4,5,6

mayclinic.org

Reference databases for health related topics

9,10,11,12

MBA Research
Canvas

Curriculum

9,10,11,12

McGraw-Hill
ConnectEd

Curriculum, distribution of assignments

3

Medlineplus.gov

Reference databases for health related topics

9,10,11,12

Microsoft
PowerPoint

3,7,9,10,11,12

Microsoft Publisher

7

Microsoft Word

Classroom management, Assignments, Scheduling, Data
collection and reporting
Communication, data management
Creating documents for general school use and classroom use
Create documents and or spread sheets for classroom lessons;
project creation; data information for parents and students.
Classroom management reinforcement.

Microsoft Excel

3,7,8,9, 10,11,12

9,10,11,12

9

Mind Meister

Mind Mapping Google App

1,2,3,4,5,6

Moby Max
mobymax.com

Online program to reinforce learning of all academic areas. Used
for intervention / title math students to help fill in missing math
concepts. Tracks improvement for TPEP. Communication with
parents.

7,8

Reading, math, science, social studies
Adaptive differentiated interactive curriculum that covers Next
Generation Science Standards and State Science Standard
My Perspectives

ELA

6

My Staff Page
Website
(BlackBoard)

Have students look at slideshows that I have made and posted
online that share ideas and instructions for their
projects/assignments.
Classwork, student collaboration, distribution of
assignments/projects

7,9,10, 11,12

MyMath

Teacher use to show pages the students are working on.

1

Mystery Doug

It is a weekly science question for the class to discuss.

2

Mystery Science

Science Lessons
To show science unit to students to complete experiments or to
ask questions before hand.
On-line and hands-on science lessons with amazing videos, easy
experiments, collaborative conversation opportunities, worksheets,
mystery tests & unit test.
online and hands on science lessons, great videos, discussion
points, collaborative conversation opportunities, worksheets, and
assessment

1,2,3,4

Naviance

Website used in advisory to complete assigned tasks for year.
STUDENT PORTFOLIO ADVISORY WORK
Career and Academic Guidance Lessons

7,8,9,10,11,12

NCTM Illuminations

Online resource with interactive and instructional lessons which
reinforce the learning and allows students a hands on approach to
the concepts being taught.

7

news websites

Content information to use with teaching and news articles about
teaching: New York Times, NPR, BBC, KUOW.org

9,10,11,12

NewsELA

Social Studies/ELA

6

10

NoRedInk.com

Grammar Practice for freshmen
Classroom management, distribution of assignments, grading
assignments, assessment, grading assessments, student
feedback, parent communication, student collaboration

9,10,11,12

Note Squish

music theory

k,1,2,3,4,5,6

Notion

5,6,7,8,9,10,11, 12

NWEA Map Testing

7,8,9,10,11,12

Office of
Superintendent of
Public Instruction

To set goals and upload artifacts as part of TPEP

pk

Online - NewsELA

Content information to use with teaching and news articles about
teaching: New York Times, NPR, BBC, KUOW.org

6

online translator

Google Translate and Make in Spanish for rudimentary translation
to Spanish and Khmer.

9,10,11,12

On-line US History
book

Kids download each chapter in history, in order to steer away from
the classroom book, they can then do this at home as well with
any homework.

8

Paddlet

8

Pandora

We listen to “brain music” (classical station) in the morning when
the kids come in and during writing time.
music
Provide music for students to listen to during work time.

2

pdf

I have books scanned in so that I can print or display only the page
that I need for teaching and because it helps with organization.

9,10,11,12

Pearson Easy
Bridge/Realize

Students can access the online textbook for reference; complete
online assignments/quizzes in easy bridge and Math XL.

9,10,11,12

Pearson Online

Classroom management, distribution of assignments, grading
assignments, assessment, grading assessments, student
feedback, parent communication, student collaboration

9,10,11,12

PEARSON TEXT

ONLINE TEXT AND STUDENT WORK FOR AP GOVERNMENT

9,10,11,12

PERTHES WORLD
ATLASES

ONLINE MAPS

9,10,11,12

11

PicCollage

Photo Editor

1

PicMonkey

photo editing

7,8

Pinterest

I get ideas for teaching on Pinterest.
project sourcing, inspiration

7,8,9,10,11,12

Pitsco Synergy ITC

Access and work through STEM module curriculum

7,8

Planbook.com

To create daily schedule and lesson plans for the day/week.
Use to plan lessons throughout the year

9,10,11,12

PNW
INSTRUCTIONAL
RESOURCE
PACKET

USE IN MY PNW CLASS, TEST AND ASSIGNMENT
GENERATOR

9,10,11,12

Printing & Scanning

9,10,11,12

Prodigy

Math Practice
Math Skills
Supplemental Math, motivational for students
Review math skills

2,3

Projector

Display classroom content

9,10,11,12

quizalize.com

quick and dirty assessment, immediate feedback, different game
modes

5

Quizlet

Used to introduce vocab, assign vocab terms

9,10,11,12

quizziz.com

quick and dirty assessment, immediate feedback, different game
modes

5

readtheory.org

online comprehension and writing activities

5

ReadWorks

To find reading passages at student level or to find lesson plans
for a book study at a particular student level.

5

readworks.digital

Online Lexiled, comprehension stories

5

Reflex Math

Practice and learn Math Facts

2

12

Remind

Remind students of upcoming shifts in Bobcat Branch,
communication meeting information for FBLA
Communicate with students & parents regarding changes and
reminders of upcoming events
send weekly emails and personal text messages to parents.
Sometimes text a parent during class about missing work,
behavior, etc.

9,10,11,12

Rhythm Cat

music theory

k,1,2,3,4,5,6

SBA Interims

8
Math/ELA/Science
supports non fiction let’s find out magazine
Relevant current events with video, collaborative conversation,
close reading, writing connections, map/chart/graphing skills and
comprehension.
To teach scholastic news, we use some of the supplemental
materials (videos and game) to read the weekly Scholastic News.
To augment student magazines to show video, game, vocabulary,
etc.
relevant current events with videos, collaborative conversation,
close reading, writing connections, map/chart, graph skills,
comprehension

k,1,2,3,4

Second Steps

SEL lessons

7,8

Seuss

rhythm performance

k,1,2,3,4,5,6

SimpleK12

Teacher training, classroom curric tool,

5

Skyward

grading

5,6,7,8,9,10,11, 12

Scholastic let’s find
out electronic
support/videos
Scholastic News
Online
scholastic weekly
reader

everything- used on laptop and cell phone
To teach
Student Information Management
Grades, attendance
Online Tests & Quizzes
Classroom management, distribution of assignments, grading
assignments, assessment, grading assessments, student
feedback, parent communication, student collaboration

grade reporting system used with students and parents to keep

13

track of student progress and to monitor any late or missing work.
Classroom Management, Online curriculum, Classroom
assignments
Business Procedures Assignments and Quizzes
Give the students access to assignments that are automatically
graded and entered into the gradebook.
Smarter Balance
Sample Items

Lesson planning; project lessons; lesson tasks; practice items for
assessment; reinforce student learning.

7

Smartink for
smartboard

9,10,11,12

Socrative

8

Spelling City (free
version)

Spelling Practice
To help students understand how to spell words. It would help if
we had a license this year so we could input our spelling words
from Superkids.
Spelling Practice and Tests
I make handwriting sheets with spelling words; students practice
spelling words when finished with work

1,2,3

Spotify

For school-appropriate music lists to play in the classroom.

9,10,11,12

Starfall

To help students learn to read. Again, it would be helpful to have a
license this year because it opens up a whole lot of letters and
sounds that are necessary for good first grade reading.

1

Storyline Online

Reading, books read aloud

1

SuperKids Online
Portal and
ConnectEd

Listen to Super Magazines and the Reader stories
Reading Curriculum for teacher and student use.
Ela core cur.
To take the assessments and to hear the stories online.
I use this to deliver and teach the reading and math curriculums.
allows me to teach curriculum

1,2,3

Take Charge
Today
Teaching
Strategies Gold
Online and iPad
Documentation App

9,10,11,12

Used for planning purposes for Financial Education classes

STAMP

pk

7,8

14

Timberland
Regional Library

Career Cruisers & Cultural Grams. Also use various databases for
medical information.

9,10,11,12

TI-Smartview

Model calculator use for students

9,10,11,12

TS Gold

Student Data, Progress Monitoring System, Lesson Planning,
Curriculum, Professional Development.

pk

TurnItIn.com

Student essays, projects, papers. Plagiarism checker.
Classroom management, distribution of assignments, grading
assignments, assessment, grading assessments, student
feedback, parent communication, student collaboration

9,10,11,12

Twitter

Maintaining MJH account

7,8

Typing.com

Teaching freshman to type
to teach student to quickly and accurately type a minimum of 30
words per minute by the end of 6th grade.

5,7,8,9, 10,11,12

VLC Media Player

I use it to play my media files, mostly films.

9,10,11,12

WCAP

10,11,12

Web browser

Look up math concepts, visual aids, math games, etc.

7

Weebly

To teach freshman how to set up a website

9,10,11,12

Whooos Reading

Reading support-book quizzes

1,2,3,4,5,6

Wix

To teach freshman how to set up a website

9,10,11,12

www.membean.co
m

Targeted Tier 2/Tier 3 vocabulary, 15 min per day. Particularly
effective with bilingual students

5

www.opened.com

online homework and assessments

5

www.quill.org

Standards based targeted grammar instruction. Also requires
efficient keyboarding, great practice for SBA

5

www.quizlet.com

Online vocab ‘study’ card creator with engaging game mode and a
huge bank of user made vocab set avail.

5

Xtra Math

Fact Practice, Fact Fluency
Math/ELA/Science

2,3,4,5

15

Used on iPads in first, Chromebooks in 2nd to practice math facts
YouTube Videos

I do not have all of the books the lesson plans call for in my
classroom.
Enhance content – typically used for anatomy & physiology and
diseases & conditions
I use YouTube to find math songs for what we are learning and/or
we sometimes hear stories being read online.
videos supporting Ela, math, science, social studies

16

pk,k,2,5,9,10,11,12

Appendix E
Digital Teaching & Learning
Special Report
January 2018

This document was started in October of 2016 at the request of Judy Holliday (previous T&L
and Technology Director). The document was completed on November 1st 2016. At that time it
was shared with key Administration for review.
Aberdeen School District #5

Technology Department Inventory Plan
Recommendation
About this Document
This document is meant as a reference to highlight critical areas in implementing an inventory
system. While every attempt has been made to account for different scenarios, this document
should not be considered a finalized plan for implementation.

What Devices Should be Inventoried as Technology?
Several items are naturally associated with technology and it would make perfect sense for
these items to be within the technology inventory system. Others may be more obscure or fall
slightly out of the scope of technology items. Clearly defining what items are inventoried under
the technology department is critical to setting up an inventory system which will function
efficiently for the Aberdeen School District.
Suggested Starting Policy for Technology Inventoried Items:
●
●

●
●

●

Any device which connects to the network (lan or wifi) and is valued at more than $300
will be inventoried in the technology department inventory.
Any device which connects to a computer device or system to enhance its functionality
and is valued at more than $300 will be inventoried in the technology department
inventory. (i.e. Smartboards, Document Cameras, Interactive Displays, Monitors,
Projectors, Cameras, etc.)
Any specialized electronic device for audio or visual which is valued at more than $300
will be inventoried in the technology department inventory.
Any other device or item deemed relevant to track, report, or prevent from theft
regardless of cost as authorized by the technology director within their authority to do so
may also be inventoried in the technology department inventory.
Any technology item inventoried within the technology department inventory at a value of
more than $5000.00 will also be inventoried with capital assets by the district business
office.

Some items that may fall within the descriptions above may be excluded from the technology
department inventory as long as they:

●
●
●
●
●

Are only used by a specific program or department and will not be moved from that
program or department for the duration of their use within the district.
Are unique items to a specific program or department. (i.e. 3D Printers, DSLR Cameras,
Scientific Instruments, Lenses etc.)
Are kept within an inventory sheet or system maintained by the department or program
they are used in.
Are physically counted at a minimum of once each year.
Are reported to the program director, building administrator, and or business office
annually.

Inventory Asset Process Overview
The following workflow is designed to show key moments in the lifecycle of technology
inventory.
1. Items are purchased
a. Records are saved/printed to show what was ordered and copies are sent to
receiving department.
2. Items are received at a location within the district
a. Within 24 hours Items are counted and verified as received by a district
employee.
b. A copy of the invoice or PO is signed and dated to state all items have been
received. Additional notes are added in the event that there are issues with the
items received.
c. Records are kept at the department.
3. Items are processed for inventory
a. A list of unique identifications numbers (serial numbers) is created for all items
received. (For large orders digital copies from manufacture may be used if
individually verified as received.)
b. Each item is given a unique sticker with an Aberdeen School District ID number
and Barcode.
c. Each item is identified and label as otherwise required for indication of E-rate,
federal funding, or other funding.
d. An inventory import sheet is created which matches the unique serial number to
the unique ASD5 ID number. Additional data is populated as applicable
e. Data is imported into the inventory system.
4. Items are processed for deployment
a. This may include imaging, setup, software installations etc.
5. Items are deployed
a. Items set to a destination are delivered and placed for use. The inventory is
system is updated to new location, owner data as applicable. This may be done
prior to importing data if deployment locations are known at that time.

b. Items not set for a deployment location will be set to status “available” with the
location they are stored. This may be done prior to importing data if locations are
known at that time.
6. Items in Use
a. If an item is part of an IT request, technician will check the item for accurate
inventory information. Update request in the inventory system will be handled in
the department.
b. Item will be physically counted (barcode scanned) at least yearly (small &
attractive assets) with a maximum time of every other year for all other items.
Data will be updated and reported as applicable.
c. Items found/not found will be reported to building administrators and the business
office.
d. Items that are relocated will be updated in the inventory system upon arrival to
their destination.
e. Items that are only used temporarily in several locations will retain a home
location for their location field. Owner/User field will be changed to reflect a
“checked out” status to a specific person or location.
7. Items Ready for Surplus
a. Items will be moved from their location to the technology department
b. Upon arrival, within 48 hours items will be scanned and marked as ready for
surplus in the inventory system
c. Reports will be generated for the school board to vote on surplus equipment
8. Items Surplused
a. After school board approval items will be marked as “surplussed” with the date
the status was set
b. Records of surplussed items will be retained according to district records
retention policy.
c. Items will be disposed of according to applicable policies.

Implementation Plan
Phase 1-Research and Planning (Spring 2016 - Fall 2016)
-Evaluation of systems, options and different scenarios which may resolve the existing issue
with the current model for tracking inventory.
-Understanding the conditions and circumstances that have resulted in the current state of the
technology inventory.
-Selecting a system to move forward for testing.
Phase 2-Testing and Process Evaluation (Fall 2016 - Winter 2016)
-Evaluating methods for key actions within the inventory system.
-Determining essential goals and features the system must meet.
-Creating system processes for most efficient use, update and maintenance actions within the
system.

-Customization of system to meet needs.

Phase 3-Policy and Procedure Development (TBD)
-Documenting exact procedure for how inventory items will be processed.
-Department training on processes essential to keeping data integrity of the system.
-Zero Point for all new items to be processed under the new policy and procedures and placed
into the inventory system. The new system will be live at the end of phase 3.
Phase 4-Previous Data Analysis (TBD)
-Examination of all existing inventory data (prior to new system) not imported during phase 2.
-Tracking down asset identification information if missing.
-Development of data sheets for import as applicable.
Phase 5-Data Import (TBD)
-Import old data into new system.
Phase 6-Data Collection and Verification (TBD)
-Physical count of all items by location.
-Reporting of discrepancies.
Phase 7-Internal Auditing and Reporting (TBD)
-Development and documentation of oversight processes
-Development of internal system checks
-Development of necessary reports for users, buildings, administrators, etc.

Importance of Policy and Procedure Changes
Before moving forward with an inventory system it is absolutely imperative to understand the
circumstances and conditions which created the state of the current inventory system. Some
key points which may explain how the inventory became what it is now:
●
●

●

●

There is no documented policy or procedures for inventory, and or an inventory system.
Staff changes have created at least three different “versions” for storing inventory
information. This has likely occurred because there was no standing documented
procedures or policies for inventory. As staff changed, so did the data collected and the
format it was collected in. This has left room for errors, missing data, and inconsistencies
Consistency in general within the department and its systems suffer immensely from
lack of documented policy and procedure. Many major systems have discrepancies from
username formats, hundreds of old accounts still enabled, computer naming conventions
not consistent and likewise inventory data is no different.
The length of time and number of key systems affected with inconsistencies reveal a
systemic problem from lack of administrative oversight on key technology systems and
processes.

Recommended Policy and Procedure Changes to Directly Support the Implementation of the
Inventory System
Active Directory Computer Naming Conventions
● Computer naming conventions should not use real names. In some cases these present
potential security risks.
● Computer naming conventions should include building code, location, type of device and
or serial number where applicable. i.e. 31-3160-1234567 (dell 3160 student device), 31123-12345 (device at AHS, designated to room 123 with ASD5 tag 12345, 31-AAAA12345 (device for AHS staff, AAAA is place holder for model designation, with ASD5 tag
12345.
● A list of model designations will be maintained by the department, accessible to the
department for reference. Naming schemes will be approved by the Technology
Director.
● Computer naming conventions must be at a max 15 characters.
Active Directory Account Maintenance
● Upon joining to the domain all directory devices will be placed into a designated OU
within Active Directory according to their use.
● Active Directory users will be maintained in proper OU’s according to their status and
use.
Additional Recommended Policy and Procedures Directly Related to Inventory System
Receiving Inventory
● Received items will be confirmed using a copy of the PO, invoice, or item list from the
purchase. Employee will verify all items and unique identification numbers with 24 hours
of receiving the items. Any issues will be reported to the Technology Director.
● All items will be marked with a unique ASD5 sticker which contains a readable ID
number as well as a scannable barcode. The ID tag will be placed on a non removable
part of the device and in a highly visible location. In some cases where physically not
possible other methods may be used such as engraving.
● Employee will create a digital file using a defined process for importing new items with
unique ID numbers and unique ASD5 ID numbers into the inventory system. File will
also include any other relevant data as applicable for import.
Physical Counts
● Physical counts may be conducted with the use of reports, or by scanning items in a
specific location.
● Employee will use a barcode scanner to scan ASD5 ID tags and create a digital file of
items by location
● Data collected will be imported into the inventory system to update a “last scanned date”
field.

●

Reports will be generated based upon “last scanned date” data and given to building
Administrators and the District Business Office

Internal Auditing and Oversight
● The Director of Technology will be responsible for making sure all assets deemed “small
& attractive” are physically counted at least once per year.
● The Director of Technology will be responsible for making sure all assets are physically
counted at least every 2 years.
● The Director of Technology will be responsible for reporting relevant inventory data and
information to the District Business Office as well as Building Administrators for their
locations.
● The Director of Technology will be responsible for creating, documenting and
maintaining internal policies and procedures to ensure the accuracy and integrity of the
inventory system
● The District Business Office will conduct an internal audit on the inventory system at
least once a year or at their discretion.
Recommended Reporting
● Found/Missing/Lost Report (All assets)
○ This report will give the status of all assets located, assets missing (believed to
still be within the district) and assets lost (assumed no longer in districts
possession)
○ Report should show relative value of items
○ Report should allow for breakdown by location for distribution to building
administrators.
● Technology Infrastructure Report (servers, switches, ups, ap’s, etc.)
○ This report will be used for future planning of technology infrastructure critical
equipment.
○ Report should show age of equipment, costs, replacement dates, etc.
○ Report should allow for breakdown by location.
● Technology User Equipment Report (pc’s, laptops, tablets, monitors, peripherals etc.)
○ This report will be used for future planning of user devices.
○ Report should show age of equipment, location, users
○ Report should allow for breakdown by location.
● Small & Attractive Report (items deemed small & attractive)
○ This report will be used to focus on devices with high risk of theft
○ Report should allow for breakdown by location for distribution to building
administrators

Recommended Technical Processes Specific to School Dude
Insight
Importing Assets and Items
Google Sheets or Excel Template files will need to be created. These will work as conduits to
load information into the Inventory system. While it is capable of importing single items, the vast
majority of items imported will likely be done in bulk.
Custom fields may need to be determined to help with auditing and data reporting. This should
be done prior to mass import of new or existing data.
Scanning
Despite having multiple methods for scanning network connected assets, it is not recommended
to use this feature in an “auto” scan mode. Testing and analysis at this point has shown that
scanning the network by IP ranges will bring in multiple inaccuracies to data. This is a major
disappointment as this aspect of the system may be the only justification for the overall cost of
the system. Alternatively, system scans may still be usable to some extent if done manually or
through a semi-automated process which would rely heavily on Active Directory. Additional
testing needs to be done.
Reporting
Testing at this point has not yielded a quick method for generating reports directly from the
Insight system. It is noted the system has an excellent keyword and filtering system, however
you cannot directly print from the system. While data can be exported, it would then have to rely
upon Google Sheets or Excel for printing, requiring an additional step. Most likely additional
automation would need to be developed using scripting to maximize efficiency for reporting
purposes. This would allow the entire inventory to be exported, processed by script and
individualized reports generated for all users/locations/types, etc. within the system. The major
area where this may be important is in creating/printing individual user reports that state what
devices are checked out to individual staff. This group of reports would be the most time
consuming to create.Ideally reports could be kept digitally without the need for printing, but all
reports should be created as though they could be a printable document.
Asset ID Tags
It is recommended that additional thought be put into replacing existing asset ID tags with lower
cost, industrial labels which could be created and printed on site. This would be very similar to
how other state agencies create their asset tags and is viewable on most C4K equipment
received in the past. Using existing Office software a solution could be setup to automate
printing of asset tags to include a readable ID number and matching barcode. These labels can
be created at 3-8% currently ordered asset tags. (Estimated cost of currently ordered asset tags

is $0.62 each, in house labels could be $0.02-0.05 each) In the case of missing asset tags, one
off ID stickers can be printed easily to replace them. Further testing and development would be
required to make this change.
Physical Counting (Scanning)
Using a barcode based scanning process is recommended. Unfortunately at this time id does
not appear that Insight offers a quick method for adding a scan date to an item. While one could
use a bar code scanner to search the system, time would be spent inefficiently adding a scan
date manually after the item was found. Because of this it is recommended that physical count
scans be done by creating a Google Sheet or Excel document that simply lists all barcodes
scan and a date time stamp. After this file is created it would be formatted for import into the
Insight system, updating all item assets with their appropriate scan date. This would require
further testing and development of scripting or templates to support the import.
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Appendix F – Staff Devices

Aberdeen School District #5 - Aberdeen, WA
Washington State (Draft) Technology Standards 9-12 Class Framework
This document is based upon the draft version of the Washington State Technology Standards for grades 9-12 created by Dennis Small, last modified
8/14/2017. The intention of this document is to show how technology standards are incorporated into the classroom throughout the course curriculum. This
document uses draft standard for grades 9-12.
COURSE INFORMATION

SCHOOL or SITE LOCATION
SUBJECT AREA(S)
COURSE or CLASS TITLE
LAST UPDATE DATE
COURSE INSTRUCTOR

Framework Guide
Technology Standard Identifier - Standard Language
Designated by a number, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7 and followed by descriptor for the standard

Standard Component Identifier - Component Language
Designated by the Technology Standard Number followed by a letter, 1.a,
2.a, 3.a etc. with descriptor for the component
Examples of Component use in the classroom
● Activity, process, method etc.

Description(s) of how the component is used within the
course curriculum.
(This is filled out by the course instructor)

STANDARDS FOR TECHNOLOGY LITERATE & FLUENT STUDENTS
Grades 9-12

1. Empowered Learner - Students leverage technology to take an active role in choosing, achieving and demonstrating competency
in their learning goals, informed by the learning sciences.
1.a. Students articulate and set personal learning goals, develop strategies
leveraging technology to achieve them and reflect on the learning process
itself to improve learning outcomes.
Examples:
● Actively monitor grades, gpa using a technology
● Develop maintain a digital portfolio
● Review work and learning progress maintained in a digital system
1.b. Students build networks and customize their learning environments in
ways that support the learning process.
Examples:
● Participate in approved online groups
● Collaboratively create digital notes and documents for shared learning
● Create a group of resources for a specific area/topic using a variety of
social media, news sites, people and other digital resources
1.c. Students use technology to seek feedback that informs and improves
their practice and to demonstrate their learning in a variety of ways.
Examples:
● Use technology to connect with experts
● Use technology to interact and collaborate with others
● Use technology to collect ideas, opinions and other information from
others on a project, topic or idea
1.d. Students understand the fundamental concepts of technology
operations, demonstrate the ability to choose, use and troubleshoot current
technologies and are able to transfer their knowledge to explore emerging
technologies.
Examples:
● Create digital content to communicate the use of a technology to others
● Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of a technology for a given
purpose or goal
● Explore new technologies and their potential uses or applications

1

2: Digital Citizen - Students recognize the rights, responsibilities and opportunities of living, learning and working in an
interconnected digital world, and they act and model in ways that are safe, legal and ethical.
2.a. Students cultivate and manage their digital identity and reputation and
are aware of the permanence of their actions in the digital world.
Examples:
● Identify Do’s and Don'ts when using the internet
● Analyze how social media impacts society, individuals and organizations
2.b. Students engage in positive, safe, legal and ethical behavior when using
technology, including social interactions online or when using networked
devices.
Examples:
● Participate and engage with the global community within expected norms
of behavior and positive interaction
● Evaluate current topics around unethical uses of technology and steps
that may have prevented or mitigated incidents
2.c. Students demonstrate an understanding of and respect for the rights and
obligations of using and sharing intellectual property.
Examples:
● Use media appropriately while complying with copyright laws
● Appropriately cite electronic, digital and print sources
● Understand Fair Use and use Creative Commons License to protect work
2.d. Students manage their personal data to maintain digital privacy and
security and are aware of data-collection technology used to track their
navigation online.
Examples:
● Practice safe and responsible sharing of information, data and opinions
online
● Understand privacy issues in a digital world
● Understand how digital data can be archived and publicly available

2

3. Knowledge Constructor - Students critically curate a variety of resources using digital tools to construct knowledge, produce
creative artifacts and make meaningful learning experiences for themselves and others.
3.a. Students plan and employ effective research strategies to locate
information and other resources for their intellectual or creative pursuits.
Examples:
● Use keyword searching technologies
● Compare search engines and techniques for filtering information
● Use an information database to locate reliable information on a topic from
multiple sources (i.e. ProQuest)
3.b. Students evaluate the accuracy, perspective, credibility and relevance of
information, media, data or other resources.
Examples:
● Assess how point of view and purpose impact content, message and style
of text, media, digital and online presentation
● Compare and contrast information about issues from multiple databases,
analyze bias and fairness to the topic
● Use a framework or process to evaluate information found online
3.c. Students curate information from digital resources using a variety of
tools and methods to create collections of artifacts that demonstrate
meaningful connections or conclusions.
Examples:
● Students analyze and influence their digital footprint while considering
past, present, and future implications
● Create a digital product based upon research of a topic, which uses digital
media and resources that can be justified
● Analyze data and information that can be displayed in a variety of ways to
support conclusions
3.d. Students build knowledge by actively exploring real-world issues and
problems, developing ideas and theories and pursuing answers and
solutions.
Examples:
● Research current world events, find digital resources to support a solution
or perspective on the topic
● Collect student data on a topic at your school, research online possible
solutions and draw conclusions
● Research a topic within your community, collect data and present it to an
audience

3

4. Innovative Designer - Students use a variety of technologies within a design process to identify and solve problems by creating
new, useful or imaginative solutions.
4.a. Students know and use a deliberate design process for generating ideas,
testing theories, creating innovative artifacts or solving authentic problems.
Examples:
● Implement, document, and present the design process as applied to a
particular product, process or problem
4.b. Students select and use digital tools to plan and manage a design
process that considers design constraints and calculated risks.
Examples:
● Use digital tools to collect and store digital information
● Analyze large sets of data with digital tools
● Use digital tools to manage and document timelines, desired outcomes
and other items in a design process
4.c. Students develop, test and refine prototypes as part of a cyclical design
process.
Examples:
● Create a new product, generate feedback and redesign the product
4.d. Students exhibit a tolerance for ambiguity, perseverance and the
capacity to work with open-ended problems.
Examples:
● Work on and understand projects which are constantly being reviewed
and updated
● Work on long term design projects with set goals

4

5. Computational Thinker - Students develop and employ strategies for understanding and solving problems in ways that leverage
the power of technological methods to develop and test solutions.
5.a. Students formulate problem definitions suited for technology-assisted
methods such as data analysis, abstract models and algorithmic thinking in
exploring and finding solutions.
Examples:
● Document how a technology might be tested and used to solve a problem
● Analyze emerging technologies and how they are being used to solve
current world problems
● Study technologies which are being used to solve problems they weren’t
originally designed for
5.b. Students collect data or identify relevant data sets, use digital tools to
analyze them, and represent data in various ways to facilitate problemsolving and decision-making.
Examples:
● Use a device to collect instrument data or software to collect user data
● Use spreadsheet or database technologies to analyze data
● Use automated or programmed actions to evaluate and process data
5.c. Students break problems into component parts, extract key information,
and develop descriptive models to understand complex systems or facilitate
problem-solving.
Examples:
● Diagram multi-level processes, workflows, and relationships between
parts of a larger system or problem
● Break a desired goal down into smaller tasks to be accomplished
5.d. Students understand how automation works and use algorithmic
thinking to develop a sequence of steps to create and test automated
solutions.
Examples:
● Program or code a desired set of actions
● Apply systems thinking to solve a complex problem
● Create and apply functions to a spreadsheet to dynamically process data,
evaluate for accuracy

5

6. Creative Communicator - Students communicate clearly and express themselves creatively for a variety of purposes using the
platforms, tools, styles, formats and digital media appropriate to their goals.
6.a. Students choose the appropriate platforms and tools for meeting the
desired objectives of their creation or communication.
Examples:
● Select an appropriate technology to create content
● Use word to create a formatted paper or document
● Select an online tool to create a visual graphic representing information
6.b. Students create original works or responsibly repurpose or remix digital
resources into new creations.
Examples:
● Research a country or region, use an online map and overlay new content
related to the topic
● Mix various pieces of audio to create a new song
● Use a digital tool to create a new work about a topic, theme or idea
6.c. Students communicate complex ideas clearly and effectively by creating
or using a variety of digital objects such as visualizations, models or
simulations.
Examples:
● Use a layer based digital tool to organize images and content into an
infographic
● Create a wordle using an online tool
● Create graphs or charts to represent data
6.d. Students publish or present content that customizes the message and
medium for their intended audiences.
Examples:
● Create a web page or site for a target audience as part of a student
project
● Use a digital tool to design and create a poster for a target audience
● Give presentation on a topic or theme for a target audience

6

7. Global Collaborator - Students use digital tools to broaden their perspectives and enrich their learning by collaborating with
others and working effectively in teams locally and globally.
7.a. Students use digital tools to connect with learners from a variety of
backgrounds and cultures, engaging with them in ways that broaden mutual
understanding and learning.
Examples:
● Contribute to an online project or forum
● Connect with students and classrooms around the world using tools like
Skype or Hangouts
● Communicate and collaborate on a project with other students outside
your school
7.b. Students use collaborative technologies to work with others, including
peers, experts or community members, to examine issues and problems from
multiple viewpoints.
Examples:
● Work with students and classrooms around the world on a collaborative
project
● Work on a project that documents and archives local opinions on a topic
or theme using a digital medium
7.c. Students contribute constructively to project teams, assuming various
roles and responsibilities to work effectively toward a common goal.
Examples:
● Use team drives to centralize work from various parts of the team
● Document progress and timelines of a project, identifying areas which
require additional attention and changing efforts to solve problems as they
arise
7.d. Students explore local and global issues and use collaborative
technologies to work with others to investigate solutions.
Examples:
● Use project management tools to organize individual and group efforts
● Use an online tool for collaborating and discussing ideas between various
members in the team

7
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School

A J West

Central Park

McDermoth

Robert Gray

Stevens

Grade

Chromebooks

Kindergarten
First
Second Grade
Third Grade
Fourth Grade
Fifth Grade
Sixth Grade
Kindergarten
First
Second Grade

54
71
53
61
56
0
23
26

Third Grade

36

Fourth Grade
Fifth Grade
Sixth Grade
Kindergarten
First
Second Grade
Third Grade
Fourth Grade
Fifth Grade
Sixth Grade
Kindergarten
First
Second Grade
Third Grade
Fourth Grade
Fifth Grade
Sixth Grade
Kindergarten
First
Second Grade
Third Grade
Fourth Grade
Fifth Grade
Sixth Grade

31
26
31
66
58
56
28
42
43
48

Number of Student Devices
Total
iPads
Chromebooks in
the Building
297
60
80

166

28
23

Other

15
5

Title - 27 iPads
11 iPads 4 Laptops

5 Desktop
Title- 43 iPads
Spec Ed - 12
iPads/3 Desktops
Library- 5 desktops
Music - 19 iPads

398

268
19
36
69
43
44
53
393
59
73
97
67
74

Laptops

36
1
20

5
61
50

70
77
24
47
74
38
35

Spec Ed - 1 iPad

Spec Ed - 2 iPads
Title - 40 iPads

PreK - 2 iPads
Music - 22 iPads
Spec Ed - 6 iPads
ELL - 25 iPads

Appendix G
Secondary Student Devices
School

Miller Junior High

Grade
Seventh Grade
Eighth Grade

Number of Student Devices
Total
Chromebooks Chromebooks in
iPads
the Building
60 CTE for STEAM
513

Juvenile Detention
All Grades
Center

Harbor High

Aberdeen High
School

Freshmen

31

Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors

30

10 Laptops and
8 Desktop
75 Laptops and
25 Desktops

61

10 Ipads
Hopkins PreSchool

Laptops
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Appendix H
Current Costs
Hardware
Staff Laptops - APPLE
Staff Laptops - DELL
Support Staff Desktops
Freshman Devices **
Grade 2-8 Chromebooks

Acct Code
0199-32-9110-044
0199-32-9110-044
9700-72-9110-044
0198-32-9110-431
0198-32-9110-LOC

Total

2017-18
$0.00
$0.00
$25,000.00
$244,640.63
$0.00

2018-19
$32,500.00
$33,000.00
$25,000.00
$151,880.90
$145,650.85

2019-20
$32,500.00
$33,000.00
$25,000.00
$112,380.90
$145,650.85

2020-21
$45,500.00
$33,000.00
$25,000.00
$112,380.90
$145,650.85

2021-22
$32,500.00
$33,000.00
$25,000.00
$112,380.90
$145,650.85

$269,640.63

$388,031.75

$348,531.75

$361,531.75

$348,531.75

** Includes lease payoffs for
previously leased student devices

Cost per device
Freshman laptop
Chromebook - non touch
Chromebook - touch
APPLE laptops
DELL laptops

$432.23
$264.82
$404.25
$1,416.09
$1,089.30

# of student devices
260
550
250

